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It was moved by canmissioner PE'l'ERSrn that ',the following Resolution be adopted:
BEEORE '!HE PLANNIK2 CIHtISSION, CCXJm'Y

O~

JEFFERSON, grATE OF CXLORAOO

BFmlmON
IN '!BE MA'rrER OF:

Jefferson County General Land Use Plan

WHEREAS, the Jefferson County Planning Dep:lrtment has oompleted 'extensive research, analysis,
review and carmunity neetings on the Jefferson Cotmty General Land Use Plan, and
WHEREAS, a public hearing of the Jefferson Cbunty General Land Use Plan was held by the
J~ferson County Planning camdssion on the 29th .day of January, 1986, and the 26th day of
February, 1986 ,at which time this matter was oontintsd for further oonsideration until March
26,1986; and
WHEREAS, based on the evidence, testimony" exhibits and recommendations of the Jefferson COunty
Planning Department, ccmnents of public ·offici.als, agencies and citizens of the County and
camnents fran other interested parties, the Planning camnission finds as follows:
~

1.

'!bat adEquate publication of public notice has
Planning camni.ssion.

provided for the hearings before the

2.

'!bat the hearings bef6re this Planning C<mnission have been extens~ve and complete and
that all p!rti.nent· facts, matters and issues have ~ subnitted and oonsidered, and all
interested parties heard.

3.

'!bat the General. Land Use Plan recamnendationsi as amended herein, adequately address the
problEm$ and ooncems raised in the public hearing by interested parties.
'

4.

. 'lhatit is the opinion of the Cbnmission that the Jefferson County General Land Use Plan
including text and the Developnent Pattern Maps, should be accepted· as subnitted with the
exceptions in Exhibit ftA·.

5.

'!bat acbption of said Plan is in the best interest of the health, safety, welfare and
morals of the citizens of Jefferson County.

6.

'!bat the changes referred to herein and attached hereto be ameooed to include the bald
eagle as an endangered sp!Cies.

'lHEREroRE, BE :rr RESa-VEIl that the Jefferson Cbunty General Land Use Plan, as delmeated
by the above resolution with exceptions as set forth in Exhibit nA·, attached hereto and
incor~rated herein by this reference, be and herety is APFROlID and aCbpted as a component of
the Jefferson Q>tmty canprehensive Plan pursuant to section3O-28-108, C.R.S., and that said
approved Jefferson COunty General Land Use Plan be certified to the Board' of County

N()l,

Ccmni.ssioners pursuant to section 30-28-109, C.R.S.
BE IT EUR'lBER RES(LVEIl that the 1980 Jefferson Q>unty Land Use Polic..y Plan be and herety is
rescinded as a e:atp>nent. of the Jefferson County ,canprehensive Plan.
camnissioner M'GILLYammseool'K3ed the aooption of the foregoing Resolution,· and uIX>n a vote of
the Planning camdssion as follows:
C<mnissionerPE'l'ERSrn
Ccmni.ssioner M'GILLY<DDDY
camni.ssioner NELSC6
camdssioner lGLER
the Resolution was aoopted 1:¥
Jefferson, state of COlorado.

- Aye
- Aye

- Aye

camni.ssioner S'I'ERteEm
camdssioner KRAPES
camni.ssioner WElNSlEIN

- Aye
- Aye
- Aye

- Aye

unaniIIDUS

vote of the Planning COOUniSsion of the COunty of

I, SANDRA L. H:DDYCDART, Executive Becretaty of the Jefferson County Planning COmmission, 00
heret¥ certify that the foregoing is a true CDp.{ of a Resolution duly aCbpted by the Jefferson
County Planning camnission at a regular hearing held in Jefferson Cbunty, Q>loracb, on the 26th
c1c¥ of March, 1986.
~

~?mDY<DMT Uy- C4I.tExecutive SecretaIY
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"...the thing about land is,
they ain't makin' no more".
MARK TWAIN

with this in mind, this Plan is intended for
use as a guide 'by public and
private
decision-makers who have the opportunity to
act as. responsible stewards and ensure the
wise use of land to meet the needs and aspirations of present and future·, generations.
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The Jefferson County General Land Use Plan is
based on an understanding of the factors that
influence land use and development.
It has
evolved fram
an analysis of trends
in
population, households, and employment.
In
addition, it has required invento~ing natural
resources,
essential
services,
and the
physical
characteristics
of
the
land,
compiling a list of historic and archaeologic
resources, assessing the amount and adequacy
of essential services to meet future demands,
and deteDmining the suitability of land to
support different types of land use
and
development.

After compiling this information, proj ected
growth demands were compared with the supply
and type of land and resources and services
that would be required to support future land
use and development. It is evident that future
growth and development can
be accommodated
and can
be beneficial to Jefferson County,
provided a comprehensive plan is followed
that can
guide growth with a minimum of
adverse social, economic and environmental
impacts. To this end, a land use planning
process was undertaken that has resulted in
this General Land Use Plan for Jefferson
County.
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There are certain assumptions that underlie
the development of this plan; they are:
1)

growth will occur;

2)

growth can be beneficial;

3)

jUdicious management of
resources will be necessary;

4)

the unique environmental and cuI tur al
quali ties of the County need to be
preserved;

5)

the supply of essential services will
have to be coordinated with non-County
agencies; and

6)

costs associated with growth can be
minimized by guiding land use and
development to areas better able to
accommodate that growth.

critical

These assumptions have been -'translated into
five goal statements that set forth
the
purpose' of the Plan and aid in understanding
the work being done.

QUALITY

GOAL:

Maintain and improve the quality of
land use and developnent.

EFFICIENCY

GOAL:

Increase the efficiency of the land use
and developnent process.

GOAL:

llaziJDize the benefits and miniJDize the
cost of developnent.

GOAL:

Maintain and improve environmental
quality and minimize the adverse
iJDpacts of developnent.

GOAL:

Proaoteheal thy econo.ic and social
conditionsand avoid adverse affects of
land use and developnent.

COST
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Jefferson County General Land Use Plan is
intended to be used as a guide when land use
decisions are made in the County.
It has
been done to bring the demand for developnent
and the supplies of land and services into
balance to ensure maximmn benefits and minimal
negative impact. The Plan has two parts:
Th~

Part -I is a general presentation describing
the'background, planning approach, and implementation of the Plan. It contains:
1)

charts and tables that show the J?Opulation,
employment, housing, commercial,
retail, and industrial projections for
Jefferson County;

2)

a description of the measures used to
assess the characteristics of the 19
types
of land use and
the services
required to support them; and

3)

an overview of the analysis undertaken to
prepare the Development Pattern
Maps
which show the recommended future land
uses, by area, for Jefferson County.
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Part II describes the quality of life the Plan
envisions for Jefferson County. It defines
the concerns, and the goals and obj ectives
that are essential elements in the realization
of that vision.
It includes a series of
guidelines for land use suitability, site
developnent, and
community
design
that
indicate which types of land use will ensure
the attainment of the Plan's goals.
It has
five sections:
1.
2.
3.
4•
5•

Growth and Demand
Natural Resources
Services
Community Character and Developnent
Patterns
Plan Glossary

>

I

I

I

I
I

J

In most sections, Issue and Management Areas
are identified with goals and objectives that
set forth the purpose to be achieved and the
methods to be used to attain that purpose.
Charts and tables are used to indicate the
suitability of a given land use for a particular site and each Issue Area concludes with a
table showing Site Developnent and/or Community Design Guidelines that can be used either
to improve the suitability of a site for a
particular type of land use or to attain
desired objectives.
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The explosion of growth and development in the
Denver Metropolitan Region during the 1960's
and the 1970's brought many changes. These
were most pronounced in Jefferson County,
which is situated between Denver and the Front
Range. The County's diverse geographic
environment ranges from flat, semiarid plains
to mountains punctuated with a unique
"hogback" foothill topography. This terrain
features steep canyons, floodplains, large
deposits of minerals, such as high grade sand
and gravel, and numerous geologic hazards, the
most prevalent being the bentonite clays found
in the plains. These natural characteristics
offer both diverse opportunities and
constraints for growth and development.

From 1960 to 1980, approximately 96,000 new
housing units were built in Jefferson County,
and the population increased from 127,000 to
3 7 2 , 0 0 0 • T his s i g'n i fie ant 9 row t h i n
residential construction was paralleled by an
estimated 9,500,000 square feet of new
commercial, industrial, and office construction in unincorporated Jefferson County.
Most of this new growth has taken place in the
plains, where open fields in agricultural use
have been transformed into subdivisions,
shopping centers, and office parks. In the
mountain areas, the pressure of new growth has
occurred as urban residents exchanged the
pressures of city living for the more relaxed,
rural life-style. These shifts of population
within the region, compounded by an influx of
people from other parts of the country, have
sparked debate over complex issues such as:
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1)

the rights of existing residents versus
the desires of new residents;

2)

, the rights of landowners to develop their
land as they wish versus the rights of
community residents to have a say· in the
kind and amount of growth the community
can support; and

3)

the need for a grow ing and heal thy
economy yersus prohibi ting growth to
"maintain the beauty of the County's
natural environment.

i

~

I

I

I

I

I
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I

i
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Decision makers continue to be confronted with
the need to balance present and future needs
of residents, and to, smooth the transition 'of
portions of the County from rural to
suburban/urban land use in a reasonable and
eq uitabl e manne r.
The County's growth has brought increased
revenues and increased demands for homes,
roads, schools, jobs, commercial services, and
parks and recreation. Managing these problems
as they arise and anticipating the future
nee·ds of the populace is complicated by the
divergent perceptions of the County's role in
determining land use patterns.
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To meet the challenge of sound land use
planning, in the complex environment of
Jefferson County, a land use planning process
was undertaken. The Plan is essential if,
County government is to respond to citizens'
social, environmental, and development
concerns. The Plan's goals and o-bjectives are
designed to:

~

1)

safeguard the health, safety, and welfare
of the pUblic;

2)

provide an attainable vision for the
diverse communities and life-styles
within the County;

3)

achieve rational and logical patterns of
growth; and

4)

maintain a desirable level of
mental quality.

environ-

Under direction of the Jefferson County Board
of
County Commissioners and the Planning
Commission, the Jefferson
County Planning
Department is responsible for the developnent
and maintenance of the County's General Land
Use Plan.
This Plan has evolved from the
County's efforts to provide a flexible and
predictable approach to land use decisions.
Yearly
updates of the General Land Use Plan
will make it possible to modify the Plan to
reflect the ever-changing social, economic,
and environmental conditions of the County.
This ensures that the Jef.ferson County General
Land Use Plan will be a qynamic and u~to-date
guide for land use decisions.

other Jefferson County Plans used in conj unction with the Jefferson County General Land
Use Plan are:
The Mineral Extraction Policy Plan,
The Major ThQroughfare Plan,
The sanitary Landfill Plan,
The Telecommunications Plan, and
The Jefferson County QpenQpace Plan.
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Planning for future land use and developnent
needs often confronts public and private decision. makers with the task of juggling population, economic, and employment projections and
the related land use and developnent demands,
. in an atmosphere of current community values
that may not accurately predict the desires of
future residents.
It is possible to determine the amount of
school,
commercial, retail, and industrial
space, and essential services that will be
needed to support any ·given amount of housing.
The amount, type, and location of land, the
availability of essential services, and the
trends in the economy, population and employment are used to make projections of future
land use and developnent needs.
Three descriptions of future growth were
developed based on low, moderate, and high
rates of population growth.
Next, projected
population growth was translated into the
required amount and type of land use and
essential services that would be needed to
support each growth picture.
The moderate growth picture was chosen as
being a reasonable representation of what
would probably occur in the future. Once this
was determined, it was possible to identify
the social,
environmental,
and economic
impacts and compare the land use and development requirements with the availability of
suitable land.
Yearly
review will ensure that the Plan
continues to be current and reflect
ongoing
changes in population and developnent trends.
The updated projections can be found in the
Proj ections Pocket in the back of the Plan.
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The following charts show the population,
housing, commercial, retail, and industrial
proj ections for Jefferson County. The Development Pattern Maps are based, in part, on the
projections for the unincorporated area of the
County.
These maps show the recommended land
uses for unincorporated Jefferson County that
resulted from balancing suitable land with
future and development demands.
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.'DETAILED HOUSING (Entire Countv)
FIGURES IR ROEBRS OF· DWELLIE lJRftS IR<LODE PREVIOUS YEAR' S . TO'l'AL ,"
MOBILE HOMES
1980 11,769
1990 • 2,229
2000. 3,000
MULTIFAMILY APARTMENTS
1980
28,309
1990
33,822
"2000
43,336
SINGLE-FAMILY ATTACHED
1980 _10,372
1990
26,451
2000
46,506
SINGLE-FAMILY DETACHED

121,666'
7:7:7~~::
142,750

1990
1980 :55555=55=5=9:7:'
2000
TOTAL

1990
1980
2000

184,168 _ _
:===============:1:3:8':2:2:7==~~~:.
235,592

DETAILED HOUSING (Unincorporated)
FIGURES IN BOIIBERS OF IIfELLIR3 UNIm m<LUDE PREVIOOS YEAR'S mTAL
MOBILE HOMES
1980 1722
1990 I 1,029
2000. 1,647
MULTIFAMILY APARTMENTS
1980 • 1,206
1990 • 1,361
2000. 3,987
SINGLE-FAMILY ATTACHED
1980 • 2,056
1990".6,194
2000 _
12,473
SINGLE~FAMILY

1990
1980
2000

DETACHED

44,243
i====3=3~'5~1~9

55,531

TOTAL

1990
1980
2000

52,827
:====3:7:'5iO~3~~
73,638
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The County's approach to comprehensive land
use planning is based on a cycle of policy
making, application, review, and modification.
This is in sharp contrast to traditional.
approaches to land use planning which call for
a major study effort every,three to five
years.
This land use planning process
includes the following steps:
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The result of this process is a plan that
contains guidelines for resolving land use
problems in a flexible and predictable way.
Another major feature of the plan is the
Development Pattern Maps. These maps show the
recommended range of land uses for any
location within unincorporated Jefferson
County. They are the result of systematically
analyzing the impacts of 19 different land
uses for each issue and management area, and
determining which areas of the County can
absorb the different· forms of development,
with maximum positive and minimum negative
impacts on the physical and social
environment.

Jefferson County's diverse social and environmental nature necessitates extensive data
collection and analysis to produce a land use
plan. The Computer Assisted Planning Program
(CAPP) is used to store, retrieve, and analyze
the vast amount of land use information
needed. The database incl udes approximately
two hundred categories of information, such as
vegetation and wildlife habitats, geological
hazards, and land use. This information aids
in evaluating possible land use patterns and
assessing the implications of these patterns
on the need for different land uses, such as
housing, off ice, transporta tion, and recreation. The system provides the initial information used to evaluate development proposals
in rezoning cases and proj ect reviews. CAPP
enables the County to' update land use and
community policy plans yearly with a modest
number of staff, a task not possible otherwise.
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In 1984, the County expanded its planning
process to include the development of community policy plans. These plans respond to the
concerns of the residents of a specific
community in unincorporated Jefferson County,
and provide expanded opportunities for
citizens to participate in the land use
planning process. Community policy plans are
undertaken when an area is undergoing, or
expected to undergo, significant land use
changes, or when a key area may affect land
use development in neighboring communit~es.

These plans, in conjunction with the County
General Land Use Plan, are the guidelines for
land use decisions in a particular community.
The Southeast Jefferson aounty Community Plan
was adopted in May, 1984. Similar plans are
envisioned for other portions of the aounty in
the future.
The County's commitment to a
dynamic' land use planning process includes
maintaining a current CAPP database, yearly
plan updates, and the modification and
addition of policies.
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Land use planning in Jefferson COunty has two
objectives:
1)

facilitate an efficient, effective, and
equitable land development system; and

2)

invol ve ci tiz ens, developers, and planners in a land use development process
that conforms as closely as possible to
plan goals and obj ectives.

To achieve these objectives, the County can
influence the land development system by:
1)

. making

strategic public investments in
roads, police, open space, and other
services to support the location and
timing of private investments;

2)

identifying the location of key activity
centers;

3)

controlling the type, intensi ty, and
design of permitted land uses through
zoning and development review processes;
and

4)

cooperating and coordinating with other
agencies for the delivery of adequate
levelsof basic service, e.g. schools,
fire protection, water and sewer, and
recreation.
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While the County provides some essential
services, other agencies are responsible for
the provision of many other services. The
County coordinates land use ,planning and
review with these, .organizations to ensure that
basic servi~es are' available to support
recommended land use. The Jefferson County
General Land U~e Plan is designed to be the
principle guide for the Board of County
Commissioners and the Planning Commission in
making decisions reg~rding the location and
intensity of land uses.

EssentialiPublicServices

* SHADED SERVICES ARE PROVIDED UNDER
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
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The 'Plan's guidelines and recommendations are
based on these criteria:

I
I

I,

"

1.

Efficiency: Minimize public and private
costs for expanded and/or new infrastructure and special si te development
measures.

2.

Effectiveness: Meet environmental and
service standard"s and strive to provide
the quality of life desired by divergent
life-styles.

3.

External Impacts: Minimize the adverse
effects of new development on surrounding
land uses, the natural environment, and
the local economy.

4.

Unaet Reeds: Maximize efforts to satisfy
land use needs that the private sector is
unwilling or unable. to meet.

5.

Equity: Ensure that those who benefit
directly from development pay proportionately for additional public costs, and
balance the needs of current residents
with those of future residents.

6•

Quality: Ensure that development is of a
high functional and aesthetic caliber,
and that env i ronmental qual i ty is
maint~ined and enhanced.

7•

Timing: Ensure that development occurs
in a timely and orderly sequence that
does not exceed service or environmental
limitations.

8)

Critical Resources: Ensure that development does not occur in areas where
acceptable design solutions can not be
applied to mitigate social, economic, and
environmental impacts.
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THE PLAN' SRELATI<BSHIP

m

OTHER .COURl'Y PLARS

other plans that apply to the unincorporated
area of the County that should be reviewed in
conj unction with this Pl~n are:
The Mineral Extraction Plan identifies mineral
deposits by quality and type, and provides
guidelines for mineral 'extractionoperation~
These deposits are not shown on the Development Pattern Maps that accompany this Plan.
Only those areas where zoning for mineral
extraction exists are 'identified.

I

COMMUNITY
POLICY
r
PLANS

GENERAL LAND USE PLAN

Relationship of "?Ians to Each Other
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The Sanita~ Landfill Plan provides guidelines
for the location and operation of sanita~
landfills within the County.

identifies
the
locations
and conditions
for
siting
telecommunication
facilities within
the
County.
The Telecornmunications Plan

The ThQroughfare Plan
was drafted by
the
County's Highway Department and shows existing
and proposed roadways and improvements.
The Jefferson County Open aPace Plan
was
developed by the Open Space Program and shows
the location of existing parks and open space
and some of the areas targeted for future open
space acquisition.

These Plans should be used in concert with the
Gene·ral Land Use and Communi ty Plans. Where
conflicts occur among the plans, the Community
Plans and Special Plans take precedence over
the General Land Use Plan. When a land use
addressed by a Special Plan occurs in a
Community Plan area, the recommendations of
both plans will be given equal weight and
conflicts will be resolved case by case.
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IMPLEMENTATION

The guidelines and land use recommendations of
the Plan can be implemented through:
1.

Development Review: The rezoning and
subdivision review processes.

2.

Special District Review and Coordination: Review of the expansion or creation
of special districts that provide public
services, e.g. water and ,sewer.

3.

Coordination with other Agencies·:
Cooperation and consultation" with other
service providers to facilitate provision
of basic services.

4.

New Legislation or Regulations: Identification of the need for new and/or
modified legislation at county, state,
and federal levels of government.

5.

Investments: Providing and maintaining
roads and other services, and utilizing
appropriate and innovative financial
instruments to encourage desired development.

Development review is the most frequently used
implementation methodology. Proposed rezonings
or land use changes can attain conformance
with the plan i"n two ways:
1)

2)

conformance with the Development Pattern
Maps: A proposal that falls within the
intensi ty and use range recommended on
the Development Pattern Maps will be in
conformance, prOVided site-relatednegative impacts, e.g. excessive runoff, are
resolved; or
conformance with All Specified Policies:
A proposal that does not conform to 'the
Development Pattern Maps could be shown

to comply with all listed land use guidelines. The level of compliance must be
equal to, or
greater than, that
reflected in the Development Pattern
Maps.
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CONFORMING
TO THE PLAN
Meet recommendations
of the .map...

Low Intensity Residential

OR
Meet ALL land use guidelines
SENSORY RESOURCES
Landscape visibility
Landscape screening
Landscape quality
Noise
CONVENIENT GOODS & SERVICES
Parks & recreation

Commer~ial
Schools

WATER QUALITY & QUANTITY

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

An important- component of the effective implementation of the Plan is an enhanced communi ty
involvement procedure. Such a procedure is a
basic requLrement of an effective planning
process that accurately reflects community
values and desires. Aspects of this procedure
are:
1)

extensive referrals and public meetings
prior to Plan ad~ption;

2)

enhanced communication between residents
and developers during the development
review process, preferably outside of the
formal hearing process. This Plan can
serve as a common tool to enhance cooperative efforts to achieve high quality and
responsible development; and

3)

frequent updates with extensive community
involvement to ensure that the Plan keeps
pace with changing communi ty val ues and
economic conditions.
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The Jefferson COunty Land Use Policy Plan
identifies 12 issue areas that consider interrelated concerns and objectives. Some. areas'
are subdivided into management areas that
address specific problems and lend themselves
to common solutions.
This section is a
summary of the areas that are presented in
full in Part II.
It is included in Part I to
docmnent the nature of the concerns and objectives that are the basis for the recommended
land uses shown on the Development Pattern
Maps.

'-

w
__at_e_r_Q_u_a_lit_y_&_""_Q_u_a_nt_it_y

PURPOSE:

Protect and enhance the
qual i ty of the County's
surface and ground water
resources, by:

DRAIN}!; E AND

INFILTRATION

1)

ensuring that a balance is
maintained between. drainage
and infiltration and that
streams and
underground
aquif.ers are not contaminated;and

GROUND WATER
CONSUMPrION
IN THE
MOUNTAINS

2)

establishing limits on the
amount of "ground water that
. can be "withdrawn by development in a given drainage
basin; and

RUNOFF

3)

controlling increases in
runoff related to development; and preserving the
natural balance between
runoff to streams and the
infiltration of precipitation into the ground; and
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EROSION AND
SEDIMENTATION

4)

limiting top soil disturbance and removal and
keeping drainagewaysopen
and free
of excess
sediment; and

5)

safeguarding ground water
recharge areas from contamination by individual waste
disposal systems.

INDIVIDUAL
WAS~"

DISPOSAL

~

_ _w_._ild_li_f8_"_&_U_n_iq_u_e_ _
V_eg_e_ta_t_io_n

PURPOSE:

WILDLIFE:

UNIQUE
VEG ETATION :

Enhance the aesthetic,
economic, and environmental
value of wildlife and
unique vegetation in the
County, by:

1)

protecting threatened or
endangered wildlife;

2)

protecting and improving
the quality and quantity of
wildlife habitats; and

3)

preserving, maintaining,
and restoring unique forms
of vegetation.
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e

H_a_z_a_rd_S
Protect life and property
from
the
effects
of
haz ardo'us events, by :

PURPOSE:

GEOLOOIC
HAZARDS

1)

Safeguarding .P7ople
and
property from 1nJ ury or loss
due to inappropriate development
in natural hazard
areasiand

2)

preventing increased flood
risk due to development in
the IOO-year flood pl'ain i
and

3)

safeguarding people and
property from injury or
loss due to inappropriate
development in areas prone
to uncontrolled wildfirei

4)

providing adequateprotection for people and
property from significant
e x po sur e t 0 a i rc r aft
cr ashes and adverse heal th
. effects from prolonged
exposure to high noise
levels;

5)

ensurin'g that development
in areas susceptible to
accidental radiation contamination from industrial
plants does not increase
the risk of exposure for
people; and

FLOOD
HAZARpS

WILDFIRE
HAZARDS

AIRPORT
HAZARDS

RADIATION
HAZARD
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!

METHANE
HAZARDS

6)

ensuring that development
on or adjacent to abandoned
sanitary landfills provides
adequate protection for
people and property from
harm or loss caused by
toxic fumes, e~losion, and
differential ground settlement.

Sensory Resources
To
preserve high-quality
sensory
environments
as
development occurs, by:

PURPOSE:

MAUGEMENT AREAS:

LANDSCAPE
VISIBILITY:

1)

maintaining the visual
quality of areas valued for
their views that are
frequently seen by many
people;

LANDSCAPE
SCREENI:OO :

2)

using natural landscape
screening and topograp~ to
hide development;

LANDSCAPE
QUALITY:

3)

maintaining landscapes that
have a unique visual quality; and

NOISE:

4)

reducing noise levels that
might have negative health
impacts or interfere wi th
normal activities.
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8

H_is_t_o_riC_-_R_e_s_o_u_rc_e_s
Preserve those historic
resources, both built and
natural, that are a significant part of the County's
history, by:

PURPOSE:

MANAGEMENT AREAS:
BUILDI~S

AND SITES:

1)

protecting buildings and
areas on the local, state,
and fed era 1 hi s t 0 ric
registers-; and

2)

protecting significant
archaeological sites or
areas.

ARCHAEOLCGI C
SITES:

Fire Protection Services
PURPOSE:

Ensure that development
occurs in areas whereadequate fire protection
exists, by:
Ensuring that acceptable
response time, personnel,
and equipment are available.

Public Water & Sewer
PURPOSE:

Improve or maintain the
public health and environmental quality, by:
Ensuring that efficient and
effective water and sewer
service are available to
support proposed development.
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!

Transportation
Establish and maintain a
balanced transportation
system that provides effective, efficient, and safe
mobility for all County
inhabitants, by:

PURPOSE:

IlADGEMDft' AREAS:
ACCESSIBILITY: 1)

maintaining and achieving
desirable levels of accessibility to goods, jobs, and
services;

SAFETY:

2)

building and maintaining a
safe transportation system
that has minimal levels of
accidents, property damage,
and fatalities; and

EXPANSION:

3)

expanding the existing
network to meet travel
demands with the least
adverse social, economic,
and environmental impact.

8
PURPOSE:

c_o--:-m_m_u_n_itY~F_O_rm_
Promote the development of a
clearly defined and 'understandable built environment, by:
Ensuring that development complements or creates appropriate
community features,
such as
roads,
paths, greenbelts, and
building patterns, and respects
the unique "sense of community"
that distinguishes one area from
another.
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t_G_oo_d_s_&_S_e_rv_ic~e_s

c_o_n_ve_n_ie_n_-

Provide for convenient and
efficient
distribution of
goods and services, by:

PURPOSE:

PARKS AND

RECREATION:

1)

ensuring that adequate open
space and recreational
facilities are located
conveni~ntly for all residents;

COMMERCIAL:

2)

providing locations for
commercial goods and services within a reasonable
distance of residential
land use; and

SCHOOLS:

3)

ensuring that residential
land use in areas near
schools minimizes travel
time for students and uses
school facilities efficiently.

e
PURPOSE:

A_ct_iV_it_y_C_e_n_te___..;r_s
Promote areas of intense
and diverse development,
by:
Providing a focal point for
communi ties, fostering more
efficient travel patterns,
and preventing the spread
of high-impact land uses
throughout the community.
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•
PURPOSE:

Community Development Factors
Harness the economic pressures for growth and change
to secure financial,
environmental, and social
benefits for County residents, by:
Ensuring the balanced
interrelationship of all
land uses.
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The Site Suitability, Site Development, and
Community Design Guidelines were measures used
in the land use analysis that determined the
recommended future land uses shown on the
Development Pattern Maps.

Site Suitability Guidelines

The following procedure was used to determine
how· well each of t.he19J..and uses could be
accommodated in the County:
1)

the County map was overlaid with a grid,
with each grid block representing ln~
acres of land;

2)

tha characteristics of each block were
identified;

3)

the characteristics of each land use were
identified;

4)

the different land 'uses were compared to
the characteristics of the grid blocks to
see how well they matched. Mismatched
characteristics were an indication of an
adverse impact; then

5)

three levels of suitability were used to
indicate the compatibility, or amount of
adverse impact, of each land use with
each block. These levels are:

Suitability Level

High

Characteristics

The proposed land use will
have positive or minimal
adverse impact.
Support
services
are
available and can be provided in a cost-effective
manner.

High screening suitabi 1 ity
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Special design
modifications will not: be
required.

Suitability Leyel
Moderate

Characteristics
Some negative impact will
result from the proposed
land use.
All support services are
not available or cannot be
provided in a costeffective manner.

Moderate screening suitability

Low

.-a._La" screen i n"9 suitab i1 i ty

Design or engineering solutions will be necessary to
overcome adverse impacts.

Numerous and substantial
negative impacts will
result from proposed land
use.
Complicated and/or complex
design and engineering
solutions will be required
to overcome problems.
Support services are not
available or cannot be provided in a cost-effective
manner.
Solutions to the problem
may not be available, costeffective, or acceptable.

Critical
Element

The social, economic or
environmental impacts ar.e
severe and no reasonable
design solution exists that
will mitigate the adverse
impacts.
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SUITABILITY

There is a value in knowing the level of
suitability for each issue area.
For developers, the value lies in knowing
what, if any, ·problems can be anticiIXlted on a
given site for different types of land use.
If the problems are too numerous and costly to
overcome, the developer can look for a site
that is more compatible, i.e. has a higher
suitability level.
For the communi ty, the val ue lies in the
ability of citizens to know what problems are
forseen for different types of development on
particular sites. They can know where key
resources exist that need to be protected.
The site suitability ranking can be used as an
early warning alert to the nature, intensity,
and location of key resources and problems on
specific sites.
SIm DESmN

At the end of each Issue Area these guidelines
are set forth to alert developers and citizens
to the actions that will be required to
improve the suitability of a site for a
particular land use.
The developer (site
designer) will know in advance that
appropriate solutions will have to be found to
meet the recommended guidelines.
OOMMONIft DESIGN

These guidelines apply to the relationship and
proximity of various land use activities to
each othe·r within a community rather than at
the site level. The guidelines are used to
achieve many obj ectives including:
a) a
balance of land use and development to
efficiently and effectively provide the amount
and types of services and goods needed within
the community, such as retail, medical,
school, and recreational facilities; b) shape
the form and character of a community; and c)
ensure efficient and equitable land use
patterns.
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The Value of
Site Suitability
Tables

How To Use The Matrixes (Example)
SIft SOrtABILIft CII.AR.r

Site Suitability Chart

_LOW

ll

HODERATE

II1HIGH

CCRlTICAL ELEHEHT

.NOT

~e

Site Suitability <2lart
shows
what
probles
and
opportunities
are foreseen
for different types of land
use for a particular site.

HIGH SCREENING

CAPACITY

HODERATEl Y HI CH
SCREENING CAPACITY
MODERATE SCREENING CAPACITY

colu.l &bows the suitability rating
for suburban intensity residential developlellt.

!be highlighted

~ highlighted col.-n shows the site developaent
guidelines that apply to the suitability chart above.

SIft DBVELOJIIIBtft' GOIDELIRES

!be Sit:e DwelopDeDt Guidelines and ee-unity Design
Guidelines identify measures
that can be taken to improve
the suitability of a site or
developDellt to confora to the
'goals
and objectives
for
8eDsoz:y Resources. Design and
. engineering solutions may be
available to solve these
probles. Where the problems
are severe,
cost-effective
solutioos . .y not be available· to iJlprcwe the suitability lwel of a site sufficiently
to
llitigate
the
iJIpacts
of
the
proposed
develOpDeDt.

L V
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D

I
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D
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S
C

L
I

A
P
E

A

P
E

'1'
y

Q
0
A
L
I
'1'
Y

1)

Integrate development, through its location and design, with the existing
natural character (color, line, texture and form.) of the site.

x x

Itll

2)

Minimize site disturbances. Where disturbances are unavoidable, integrate
the resulting landscape with the natural landscape (similar lines, colors,
textures and forms) •

x x

1111

3)

Maximize use of a site's capacity to screen developments from view. For
areas with less-than-adequate landscape screening capacity, enhance the
visual diversity and landscape screening of the site.

4)

Maintain visually attractive and higb-quality elements of a site's
landscape. Enhance less attractive and lower quality portions of the
site.

ill

x
6)

,

Prevent silhouette effect of structures on

~;ominent

ridges.

X
X

Rwegetate all disturbed areas.
~11ce

noise to acceptabJ.. .

ItI

•

xIII

'andc.--
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The Development Pattern Maps bring together
the site suitability rankings,the community
design guidelines, and the projected demand
for future land use to determine:
1)

the development pattern that can be
supported by existing or future public
services wi th a minimal amount of adverse
impact;

2)

where and how this pattern fulfills the
community's needs f.or,facilities,
services, goods, and other community
objectives; and

3)

P-1
M-1

CP

how this pattern matches the projected
demand for land use.

At each stage of analysis deficiencies become
apparent. Once. identified, actions can be
proposed to avoid problems, such as:
1)

inadequate services, such as water and
sewer or highways, in growth demand
areas;

2)

imbalance of land uses, such as insufficient office and industrial land use;

3)

inappropriate development in hazard-prone
areas;

4)

unacceptable
.res.ources ,or

5)

impacts

on

natural

unacceptable impacts on the character of
. the community.

The Development Pattern Maps interpret the
affect of the Plan's policies for specific
areas. The Maps show a range of uses that
adequately meet the site suitability and
community design guidelines of the plan.
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M-4

'The above map of
Jefferson COunty
shows which areas
are covered by the
General Land Use
Plan "Development
Pattern Maps" (M-I,
M-2, M-4, P-I, P-2,
P-3) and which areas
fall under Community
Plans (CP).

Wi thin the range of development intensi ty
allowed by the Development Pattern Maps, the
quali ty of design of the proj ect, i.e. the
nature of impact mitigation as well as
aesthetic quality, will determine the degree
of development intensi ty allowed; the higher
the design· quali ty, the higher the development
intensity allowed within the recommended
range.
The recommended land uses· shown on the
Development Maps 'still have to meet
appropriate site development guidelines to be
in compliance with the Plan.
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The Development patt:ern Maps'categories show
unique· groupings of the Plan's 19 typical land
uses. The categories shown on each Development Pattern Map contain one or more
recommended land use. The recommended land
uses are based on the capaci ty of· the land to
support those uses.
The Activi ty center Area and Maj or Development
Area categories indicate where more intensive
land use is appropriate. Within these areas,
a variety of land use is possible.
These
specific land uses are listed under each area
headin-g in the Acti vi tyDescription on the
maps. The Jefferson County Planning Department has more detailed maps showing the land
use sui tabili tyfor each 1 0.3 acre parcel in
each Area.
These maps are available upon
request and are used in the analysis and
review of development proposed within Activity
center or Maj or Development Areas.
The Development Pattern Maps for each planning
area are also available at 1:24,000 scale.
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Land Use
Categories
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ISSUE AREAS
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WATER QUALITY
& QUANTITY

"
PUBLIC WATER
SEWER

..... :.......

WILDLIFE
& UNIQUE
VEGETATION

TRANSPORTATION

:

".

HAZARDS

COMMUNITY FORM

SENSORY
RESOURCES

CONVENIENT
GOODS &
SERVICES

e_
HISTORIC
RESOURCES

ACTIVITY CENTERS

FIRE PROTECTION
SERVICES

COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
FACTORS

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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Part II of the Jefferson County General Land
Use Plan presents the concerns and goals that
define the social, economic, and environmental
-aspects that constitute a desirable quality of
life for Jefferson County residents, now and
in the future.
The first Section, Growth and Future Land Use
Demand, docmnents -the assmnptions that- were
made about future growth:
Section two,
three parts:
1.
2.
3.

Issue and Management Are-as,

Enviromnent
Services
Community
Character
Patterns

and-

has

Developnent

Related Issue Areas are grouped under these
headings and are further divided into ManageThe goals, obj ectives, Site
ment Areas.
Suitability rankings, Site Developnent, and
Community Design Guidelines written for each
of these areas define the land use considered
desirable for the County.

SITE DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINE EXAMPLE:
11) Design and construct all structures for human
occupancy in the floodplain so the lowest level
of any part of the building is at least one foot
higher than the 100-year floodplain elevation.
Such structures must not infringe upon or alter
the floodway. See other Guidelines on page 110.

I

I

I

I
~
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Growth and
Future Land Use·
Demand

To make proj ections of future land use demand,

three descriptions of future growth were co~
pared.
These pictures of the future were
based on low, moderate, and high rates of
population growth.
From these, the moderate
growth rate was chosen as a benchmark to
assess the demand for different types of land
use in the future.
This process makes it
possible to:
1)

identify
where and when any
future
shortages of different types of land use
will occur, and

2)

proj ect how many acres per year
of
different types of land use will be
needed to maintain flexibility in the
land use market.

'Having identified the amount and location of
suitable
land,
and having completed the
analysis of future land use demands, the
following conclusions have been reached:
1.

It will be benef icial to Jefferson County
to meet proj,ected·land use demands.

2.

There is enough suitable land to meet the
demands for future land use, maintain,
flexibility in the market place, and
ensure a desirable quality of life for
present and future residents.

The Developnent Pattern Maps graphically present the land use recommendations that support
these conclusions.
On the following pages, 10 tables show comparisons of the three growth rates for the
economy, population, households, employment,
gross leaseable area, types of housing, and
land use.
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TABLE 1: Alternative Growth Hate Assumptions
table lists all the assumptions that were used in generating the
alternative growth rate pictures.
To the extent that the highlighted
assumptions are not realized, thePlan's conclusions "n'l need to be
adjusted in future updates.

This

TABLE .1
TOPIC

National
Economic
Growth

GROWTH RATE

Low

ASSUMPTIONS

National long-term
tively low.

economic growth remains rela-

Moderate National economic growth static until mid-1990's
followed by. sustained period of· moderate growth.

Denver's
Regional
Economic
Growth

High

strong economic recovery from 1983 to 1984, sustained
rapid expansion from .1985 to
1995,
followed by a period of moderate growth.

Low

'!he regional economic growth rate is slower

Moderate

Denver has a more moderate· growth rate than in
the past; outperforms national economy• Denver
continues to be a strong regional center that
attracts corporate heaikJuarters.

High

Denver has a high level of growth until the mid1990'.s, when it moderates and stabilizes. Denver
continues to be a strong 'regional center that
attracts corpo.rate headquarters.

Employment
Low
Availability
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than
in the past; outperforms the national economy.

Denver's employment base continues to expand but
at a more moderate rate.
Jefferson County's
employment base expands slowly and diversifies;
approximates regional rate of employment growth.

Moderate

Denve.r's employment base expands at moderately
high rates; attracts new iDnigrants.
Jefferson
COunty's employment base expands faster than the
region's and diversifies. Increasing numbers of
COunty residents work in the COunty.

High

Denver's substantial employment growth continues
to attract large numbers of ~igrants.

TOPIC

GRQiTH RATE

Availability Low
of Land

ASSUMPTIONS

Plent~ful supply of buildable land in the region
and the County, not a constraint on growth.

IIoderate

Plentiful supply of buildable land in the region
and the County, not a growth constraint.
More
urban infill occurs.
SOJDe expansion in the
supply of developable mountain land results from
the use of new water and· sewer technologies.

High

Plentiful supply of buildable land in the region
and the County. Major urban infill occurs. Some
expansion in supply of developable mountain land
resul ts from use of new water and sewer technologies.

Availability Low
of Housing

Lack of affordable housing severely constrains
immigration to Denver; makes it difficult to
attract new employers.
Housing costs severely
depress new housing market. In Jefferson County
high-end housing continues to be built, very few
units of moderately-priced housing are built.

Moderate

High housing costs result in moderate housing
production levels, slowed economic growth, and
interregional migration. New housing and financing techniques by the mid-1990's result
in
cheaper housing .alternatives and moderate growth
is sustained through this period.
In Jefferson
ColDlty, high-end housing continues to be built.
More moderately-priced housing becomes available
in the lIlid-1990's.

High

National econo~ strengthens,
interest rates
drop, housing production returns to moderate-tohigh levels.
New financing and construction
techniques result in cheaper housing alternatives, the housing market is stimulated.
In
Jefferson County, high-end housing continues to
be built. More moderately-priced housing becomes
available in the mid-1990's.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Availabili~'LoW

of

ASSUMPTIONS

GRCJYTH RATE

TOPIC

C'apital

Moderate

Relative

The Denver region continues to attract outside
capital. capi tal availability becomes a problem
over time, especially for small busfnesses and
developers.
Denver's region continues to attract substantial
outside capital. start-up and expansion of small
businesses constrained by high interest rates.

High

Denver
region continues to attract
outside
investment.
Available capital is a problem only
for small businesses.

Low

Absolute growth moderates. Jefferson County's
regional share of growth declines substantially
over time.

Moderate

Jefferson ColDlty captures a significant portion
of metropolitan growth.
It's regional share
declines' as costs of developnent increase and
other counties capture a larger share of regional
growth.

High

Jefferson County will be a leader in attracting
new residents through projection period, its
regional share of- growth will slowly decline.

Low

In Denver and Jefferson County, large increases
in new family and nonfamily households will
occur.
A shortage of affordable housing will
depress demand for new housing,
potentially
independent households will double up.

Coun~

PopUlation
Growth

Household
Formation
Trends

Moderate

High
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Household growth rates will continue to outpace
population.
There will be sustained· demand for
new ·housing and household goods.

Same as moderate.

TOPIC

GRCJtlTH RATE

QUali~

ASSUMPTIONS

Low

Increased
urbanization and deterioration
of
quality of life lessen Denver's attractiveness to
new employers. More out-migration.
Jefferson
County maintains relatively high quality of life,
competes
for
a smaller pool
of
regional
inunigrants.

Moderate

The Denver region has some loss ·of amenities,
more congestion . and air pollution, lower quality
of life. Q>m.pares favorably with other regions.
Jefferson
Q>un~ls quali~ of life compares
favorably with other colDlties.

High

Denver has some deterioration in quality of life;·
offers substantial new employment opportunities;
and continues to attract large numbers of new
residents.
Jefferson County I s qual ity of life
continues to attract new residents.

Low

Political and environmental factors constrain
water supply in Denver and Jefferson County and
result in severe water shortages during drought
conditions.

Availabili~

of water

JIIoderate

In Denver and Jefferson Q>lD1ty, the availabili~
of water is not a maj or long-term constraint to
developoent.
High user costs and occasional
shortages occur.

High

In Denver and Jefferson County, an ample supply
of water for municipal and industrial use will
result
from the developnent of
new
water
supplies. Higher user costs occur.
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TABLE 2: Jefferson County Population Projections 1990 & 2000
Percentage
of
1980-1990
Growth

2000

Percentage
of
Growth
1990-2000

1980

1990

374,208
109,522

446,122
134,692

71,914
25,170

19.2'
23.0.

521,781
164,956

75,659
30,264

17.0'
22.5'

374,208
109,522

452,531
136,-935

78,323
27,413

20.-=9'
25 ••

563,245
181,221

110,714
44,286

24.5'
32.3'

374,208
109,522

471,851
143,697

97,643
34,175

26.1'
31.2%

621,056
203,379

149,205
59,682

31.6'
41.5'

LCJf GRGfTH
County Total
Unincorporated
IDlBRAD GIOftB

o»unty !.'otal.
Unincorp>rated
HIGH GRCliTB
County Total
Unincorporated

1.

All numbers are as of April 1 of any given year.

2.

1980 County totals are from the 1980 census and include the Grant Ranch deannexation area.
area had 2,455 residents in 1980.

3.

These alternative proj ections series are based on different growth scenarios, and associated
assumptions, for the County. Supporting documentation is available. Projections will be revised
annually.

4.

The Moderate Growth projections should be considered the most likely alternative, given current
trends. Hence, moderate growth projections will generally be the most useful for distribution to
a variety of users.

NOTES:
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1.

Net-migration plus natural increase equals total population change.

2.

Net-migration is the 'difference between out-migration and in-migration.

3.

Natural increase is births minus deaths.

This

TABLE 4: Jefferson County Household Projections 1980-2010
1980

1990

2000

2010

Population
Group Quarters Population
Household population
Average Household Size
Households

374,208
5,532
368,676
2.82
130,686

44·6,122
8,922
437,200
2.54
172,126

521,781
10,436
511,345
2.48
206,188

573,132
11,463
561,669
2.48
226,479

O1ange in Households
41,440
1980-1990
1990-2000
34,062
20,291
2000-2010

-------

20,448

16,717

8,564

374,208
5,532
368,676
2.82
130,686

452,531
9,051
443,480
2.54
174,598

563,245
11,265
551,980
2.48
22~,573

641,638
12,833
628,805
2.48
253,550

23,222

23,400

13,465

374,208
5,532
368,676
2.82
130,686

471,851
9,437
462,414
2.54
182,053

621,056
12,421
608,635
2.48
245,417

722,268
14,445
7C17 ,823
2.48
285,413

-------

28,033

32,264

17,563

LCIf GRCIfTB

II)J)BRA!B

GBar.rII

PQpIlaUon
Group Qaart:er8 lOpalaUoD
Household PopllatiOD
Average Household Size
Households
aYmge in Boaseholds

1980-1990
1990-2000
2000-2010

43,912
47,975
30,977

HIGH GRCIfTB
Population
Group Quarters Population
Household Population
Average Household Size
Households
O1ange in Households
1980-1990
51,367
1990-2000
63,364
39,996
2000-2010

Notes:

1.
2.
3.

4.

All 1980 numbers are from the 1980 Census.
Population. projections (1980-2010) are provided by the Jefferson County
Planning Department.
Definitions of the above are as follows:
-Household: a housing unit with a person/persons living in it as a usual
residence (occupied dWelling unit).
-Household Population: persons living in households.
-Group Quarters Population: persons in living arrangements that are not
households (such as nursing homes, rooming houses, dormitories, and
institutions).
-Average Household Size: average number of persons in households.
Projections for average household size provided by the Jefferson County Planning
Deparbnent.
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TABLE 5: Need For Dwelling Units
LQtl GRQtlm

IIJDBRAft GIOftR

HIGH GR<wm
1990
2000

1980

1990

2000

1990

138,227
97,777
10,372
28,309
1,769

181,572
120,316
25,543
33,510
2,203

218,317
135,410
39,901
40,321
2,755

184,168
121,666
26,451
33,822
2,229

235,592
142,750
46,506
43,336
3,000

191,996
125,737
29,191
34,761
2,307

259,683
153,489
55,589
47,283
3,322

37,503
33,519
2,056
1,206
722

51,919
43,619
5,945

66,886
51,722
10,471
3,239
1,454

52,827
44,243
6,IM
1,361
1,029

73,638
55,531
12,473
3,987
1,647

55,567
46,126
6,950
1,410
1,081

82,841
60,946
15,162
4,839
1,894

2000

OOUNTY

All Dwelling Units
Single-Family Detached
Single-Family Attached
MUlti-Family Apartments
Mobile Homes
UNINCORPORATED

All Dwelling Units
Single-Family Detached
Single-Family Attached
Multi-Family Apartments
Mobile Homes
NOTES:

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

1,~44

1,011

Bousing nUlllbers are year-round dwelling units on April 1 of any given year~
1980 County housing totals are from ,the 1980 Census and include the Grant Ranch de-a.nnexation
area.
1980 incorporated and unincorporated housing totals are Denver Regional Council of Government
estimates.
Dwelling Un!t def initions are as follows:
-Single-Family Detached: one-family house detached fran any other house.
-Single-Family Attached: one-family attached house including duplexes, condomlniums, and
townhouses.
-Multifamily Aparbnents: rental dwelling units in a building with three or more attached units.
-Mobile Homes: mobile homes or trailers.
These alternative proj ection series are based on ditterent growth scenarios, and associated
asslDllptions, for the County. Supporting documentation is available. Projections will be revised
annually.
The moderate growth projections should be considered the most l1kely alternative, given current
trends. Hence, projections will generally be the most useful for distribution to a variety of
users.

TABLE 6: Jefferson County Employment Projections 1990 & 2000
Percent

-Percent

of

of

1980

1990

1980-J.990

Growth

2000

1990-2000

Growth

LCJi GRCJl'lH
County Total
Unincorporated

137,962
42,255

202,391
66,094

64,429
23,839

46.7%
56.4%

256,128
88,126

53,737
22,032

26.6%
33.3%

137,962

42,255

212,564
69,858.

74,602
27,603

54.1'
65.31

275,784
95,778

63,220
25,920

29.71
37.1'

137,962
42,255

219,346
72,367

81,384
30,112

59.0%
71.3%

292,049
102,175

72,703
29,808

33.2%
41.2%

IIJDBRMB GIOftR

(booty ~ .
Unincorporated

BIG H GR<JfTB .
County Total
Unincorporated
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TABLE 7: Jefferson County Commercial Land Use
Re·q uirements Projections 1980-1990 & 1990-2000
II)J)BRUB GRamI RUB

LMm USB RIQJIRIIBIm

<XJIJIPft

1980=1990
SOtJARE FT, .!ACBISl.

1JRIR(X)RPOM!BD

1990=2000
SOOARE n', .!ACBISl.

ARM

1990=2000
1980=1990
SOOARE FT, .lACBBSl. SQUARE FT, lACBBSl

RBDIL

210,000

28

180,000

24

82,500

11

75,000

10

Neighborhood center

1,950,000

195

1,710,000

171

690,000

69

690,000

69

Co_uni ty center

1,700,000

170

1,680,000

168

600,000

60

680,000

68

Regional center

3,894,000

384

3,184,000

300

1,448,000

143

1,336,000

130

7,754,000

--=;:n-

6,754,000

673

2,820,500

2i3

2,781,000

277

Convenience Retail

Total
OPPICB

487,500

39

Service

1,275,000

102

1,325,000

106

412,500

33

NonService

7,559,100

681

6,327,000

570

2,497,500

225

2,331,000

210

Total

8,834,100

783

7,652,000

676

2,910,000

258

2,818,500

249

Light Industrial

3,192,000

399

2,680,000

335

1,800,000

225

1,640,000

205

Heavy Industrial

4,155,000

277

2,760,000

184

2,115,000

141

1,485,000

99

Total

7,347,000

676

5,440,000

579

3,915,000

366

3,125,000

304
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TABLE 8: Population and Employment Growth by County 1970-1980
IOPlJl.-rICB .MID BIIILO!IIDl.f GlUftB BY
POPlJl.-rImJ

oomr.rr:

1970-1980
BIIILO!IIDl.f*

IOPUI..NrImJ GlUftB

1970

1980

Amount
of Change

ADYIS

185,789

245,944

60,155

ARAaBOB

162,142

293 ,621

BODLDBR

131,889

IBfIIR

Total Ann ual
Percent ·Percent
------

1970

BIIPLO!IIIIIIr GlDft'II

AJoount
1980 of Change

Total Annual
Percent Percent
------

32.4'

2.8\

47,100

86 ,200

39,100

83.Ot

6.2%

131,479-

81.1'

6.1'

42,900

120,700

77,800

181.4%

10.9%

189,6'25

57,736

43.8\

3.7'

49,300

89,700

40,400

82.Ot

6.2\

514,678

492,365

-23,313

-4.5'

-0.4'

338,600

428,800

90,200

26.6%

2.4%

8,407

25,153

16,746

199.2\

11.6'

2,000

6,100

4,100

205. Ot

11.8'

235,368

371,753

136,385

60.0\

4.7%

62,900

138,000

75,100

119.4'

8.2%

6-<Dmr 1,238,273

1,618,461

380,188

30.7'

2.7%

542,800

869,500

326,700

60.2%

4.8%

nomLIS
"Wi'BRSCB

Sources:

1980 Census
~JBftgional

COuncil of Goyernments' Regional Growth

and

Deve1ggment Bggort for 1981-1982.

~Annual average employment
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TABLE 9: Population and Employment Relationships
For The Denver Region and Jefferson County 1970-2000
POpulation and .Jfmp1oyment

~acteristiC8

1970

1980

1990

2000

DEWER RmION

Population
Employment
Employment/PopulationRatio

1,238,273
542,800
.44

1,618,461
869,500
.54

2",019,600
1,208,600
.60

2,513,000
1,524,700
.61

235,368
62,900
.27

371,753
137,962
.37

452,531
212,564
.47

563,245
275,784
.49

19.0%
11.6%

23.0%
15.9%

22.4%
17.6%

22.4%
18.1'

JEFFERSON COUNTY

Population
Employment
Employment/Populati;on Ratio
JEFFCO RmIONAL PROPORTION

Population
Employment
~ange

in Population and BIIplo.r-ent

1970-1980

1990-2000

1980-1990

DENVER mx;ION

PopUlation Growth
Employment Growth

380,188
326,700

30.7%
60.2%

136,385
75,062

58.0%
119.3%

"'

401,139
339,100

24.8%
39.0'

493,400
316,100

24.4'
26.2%

80,778
74,602

21.7%
54.1'

110,714
63,220

24.5%
29.7'

JEFFERSON CQUN'l'X

Population Growth
Employment Growth

1970-1980

1980-1990

1990-2000

35.9%
23.0.

20.1%
22.0.

22.4%
20.Ot

JBPPm GROft'll 9IARB

Population
Employment

Note:
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Projected· growth based on the adopted Denver Regional Council of -Governments regional
forecast and the·Jefferson County Moderate Growth Scenario projection.

·TABLE 10: Jefferson County Housing Land Use
Requirements Projections 1980-1990 & 1990-2000

MODERATE GRClfTH RATE

RUBber of'Acres

1980-1990

1990-2000

Rural

5,975

5,270

Semirural

3,583

2,108

Suburban

3,822

3,584

Medium Intensity

804

926

High Intensity

409

663

54

74

14,647

12,625

Rural

5,315

4,780

Semirural

2,530

1,520

Suburban

1,426

1,762

253

343

27

162

10

23

9,561

8,590

(X)ORft

Residential

Ve~

High Intensity

Total

URIRmRPORHBD

Residential

Medium Intensity
High Intensity
Ve~

High Intensity

Total
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Introduction
Water is an essential and valuable resource in
Jefferson COunty, which is located primarily
in the semiarid portion of the front- range.
The water replenishment cycle shown below
depicts this process: vapor from the atmosphere falls as precipitation on land, moves
across and through the soil, rocks, and
streams, and.returns ·totheatmosphere as
vapor. Disruptions to this water cycle can
have serious consequences for Jefferson County
in the form of flash flooding, pollution of
municipal water supplies, and depleted underground water supplies.

Protecting and conserving water is important
to sustain the present population and will be
essential to support a heal thy economy in the
future.
The key to ensuring the quality and
quantity of water resources will be managing
the tYJ?e of developnent near or within water
resource areas. This can be accomplished by:
1)

ensuring that drainage and infiltration
from developnents does not contaminate
underground aquifers, streams, and lakes;

2)

balancing runoff from developnent and
precipitation into streams and the ground
to minimize the danger of flooding;
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3)

limiting topsoil disturbance and removal
for development and keeping drainageways
open and free of sediment;

4)

conserving
groundwater
within
maj or
drainage basins to maintain groundwater
supplies; and

5)

safeguarding groundwater recharge
from contamination by individual
disposal systems.

areas
waste

Each of these five concerns represents
a
Management Area for which goals, obj ectives,
and guidelines have been written.
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Drainage & Infiltration
GOAL:

Maintain a balance between the
drainage
and infiltration processes of the water, ~drologic,
cycle.

CBJECTIVE:

Allow
land use activities that
have positive or minimal negative
impacts on water resource.areas.

Drainage and infiltration is concerned with
the nature of development near streams and
lakes, or where surface and gro~ndwater is
exchanged.

The surface drainage network, streams, rivers,
and lakes, has great aesthetic and recreational appeal and contributes to the overall
quality of life in Jefferson County.
More
importantly,' it helps sustain life in this
semi-arid region.
This network is a conduit
for
runoff from
precipitation,
exchange
between surface and groundwater reserves, and
provides
the water essential for
homes,
businesses,
farms, and recreation.
It is
highly susceptible to disruption by human
activity that increases sedimentation, alters
natural "Stream flow, and runoff that carries'
contaminants such as sewage effl uent, animal
wastes, fertilizers, industrial wastes, oil,
and tar.
Construction of impervious surfaces, parking
lots, roads, and driveways, where water cannot
penetrate, can increase the rate of runoff.
Increases in the amount and force of runoff
can cause channel erosion and raise the danger
of flooding.
Recharge areas are affected
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adversely
when these impervious
surfaces
significantly
reduce the amount of
land
available to absorb the precipitation needed
to restock groundwater supplies.
the suitability chart, the left-hand column
identifies the natural features important to
water resources.
~pes of land use are shown
at the bottom of the chart.
Each box of the
chart contains the symbol
that indicates
how suitable it would be to have a given type
of land use in an area with one or more of the
characteristics listed in
the left-hand
column.
On

Specific Site Development Guidelines
for
Drainage and Infiltration to prevent
or
diminish adverse impacts by development on the
natural water movement system are listed on
pages 72 and 73 at the end of this Issue Area.

Site Suitability Chart

[[I

LOW •

MODERATE •

HIGH

t:'N:J CRITICAL ELEMENT

_JNOT APPLICABLE

INTERMITTENT STREAMS
AND THE IR BANKS
PERENNIAL STREAMS
AND THEIR BANKS
RECENT ALLUVIUM CONTIGUOUS
WITH INTERMITTENT STREAMS
RECENT ALLUVIUM CONTIGUOUS
WITH PERENNIAL STREAMS
100 YEAR FLOODPLAINS
SEASONAL BODIES OF WATER
BODIES OF WATER
AND THEIR SHORELINES
AQUIFER RECHARGE AREAS
FAULTS
RECENT ALLUVIUM
MARSH OR MEADOW AREA
CONSOLIDATED AQUIFER
RECHARGE AREA
NO SIGNIFICANT
COMPONENT PRESENT
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Grou ndwaterConsumption
in the Mountains
GOAL:

Ensure a balanced water budget to
ensure adequate,:
reliable, and
safe supply of groundwater.

OBJECTIVE:

Maintain that balance by allowing
no more withdrawal of groundwater
within a drainage basin than is
recharged to the aquifer.

Of the precipitation that falls on the land,
some runs off the surface to various drainageways; some infiltrates the ground and becomes
part, of the .groundwater system.
The largest
part returns to the atmosphere as vapor.
In
the mountain portions of the County, approximately eight percent of the precipitation that
falls.onan area results in runoff. Approximately three percent replenishes the aquifer"
and
eighty-nine percent returns
to
the
atmosphere.
I t is the water stored in the
fractures in bedrock and ifl the alluvial
aquifers, composed of sand and gravel, that is
withdrawn for human use from individual or
communitywells.
Adherence to a "water budget" is necessary if
the groundwater resources in any drainage
basin are to be maintained over a long period
of time.
This simply means that the groundwater consumed should not exceed the amount
replenished to the drainage basin aquifer.

-I
(L:

AQu I F"ER

I>: .• ~HM~CE:
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AREA

Guidelines for dwelling units or other facilities that get their water supply from wells
are established by state Law and administered
by the office of the state Engineer, Colorado
Division of Water Resources.
"Household use
only" permits are issued for most residential
well construction.
Currently, it is assumed
that water withdrawn from these wells is for
in-house use only, and that only ten percent
of the water withdrawn is consumed.
The
remaining nine~ percent is recycled to the
local
aquifer,
usually through leaching
fields. The use of groundwater for l"ivestock,
and particularly for irrigation, drastically
increases the rate and amount of consumption
of groundwater resources.
Example:
In one
day, an average lawn will use
approximately
one-half the amount of water a family of four
will constmle in one month.
RESIDENTIAL WATER USAGE (PER PERSON PER DAY)
a

Use -General

Total
Consumed
Within Home
(Gallons)

Outflow to
Sewage Treatment
Facilities
(Gallons)
2.77

Laundry

3.7

4.5

0.93

Cleaning

2.6

3.5

0.26

2.34

Kitchen

4.9

6.5

1.23

3.67

Toilets

31.5

42.0

0.32

31.18

Bathing

28.5

38.0

1.43

27.07

--!:.L

5.5

2.15

1.95

100.0

6.32

68.98

Human Consumption
TOTAL
a

Inflow
(Gallons)

Percentage
of
Total
Gallons

75.3

Based upon 7S gallons per person per day (Jefferson County Health Department,
1973) this excludes uses for lawn watering.

Excessive withdrawal that regularly exceeds
the amount of water recharged to the aquifer
will cause a depletion of water stored in the
aquifer.
OVer a long period of time, this
practice will deprive users of an adequate
underground water supply, as well as have a
negative impact on downstream surface water
supplies.
The amount of water that can be
withdrawn within a drainage basin and maintain
a reliable water supply is shown in the
Groundwater Table on page 62.
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When assessing the impact on groundwater of
nonresidential land uses, the amount of water
constnned- by such uses is equated to the number
of dwelling units that would constmle an equal
amount of water.
The Site Suitability Chart below identifies
the drainage basins and the equivalent number
of dwelling units each basin aquifer can
supply.
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Design guidelines for Water Consumption in the
Mountains are listed on page 73 at the end of
this Issue Area.
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Runoff Control
GOAL:
OBJECl'IVE:

Control excess runoff from developnent.
Allow development that does not
increase natural levels of runoff,
degrade domestic and municipal
water supplies, or affect the
recreational use of water
supplies.

Runoff is that portion of precipi tation that
falls on the land, flows over its surface and
enters streams, lakes, and reservoirs. The
drainage system within a given drainage basin
evolves through interaction of climate, soil,
vegetation, and topographic conditions. The
resul t is a dynamic balance between the amount
of runoff that occurs and the abili ty of
drainage systems to carry that runoff. This
balance is important to:
1)

carry sediments and nutrients;

2)

clean the drainage system; and

3)

recharge primarily alluvial aquifers.
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When the natural balance is upset by increased
developnent, and runoff exceeds the capacity
of the natural drainage system, detrimental
changes occur. These changes include:
1)

runoff that exceeds the capacity of the
drainage system and causes a higher flood
peak to develop more rapidly;

2)

excess runoff that decreases the amount
of surface water available to recharge
aquifers;

3)

increased runoff that causes loss of soil
cover and results in more ero.sion and
excessive sedimentation which pollutes
surface water in lakes and streams; and

4)

runoff that drains into irrigation canals
and ditches rather than bypassing them.

High Runoff is associated with steep slopes,
minimal vegetation, and largely impervious
surface materials.
Low Runoff is generally associated with flat
terrain, extensive vegetation, and permeable
surface materials.

MOderate Runoff is
mediate .conditions •
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associated with

inter-

The table below indicates the degree of sui tability that different land uses will have in
areas with high, moderate, .or low existing
runoff potential.

Site Suitability Chart. Low

.MODERATE .HIGII [JCRITI1:AL ELEMEMT

.

~~ NOT APPLICABLE

AREASO~ H(G"H£X I Sf nUf, .~

RUNOFF· POTENTIAL.
AREAS OF MODERATE EXISTING
RUNOFF" POTENT"I"AL
AREAS OF LOW EXISTING
RUNOFF POTENT I AL .:

S"lte DevelopnentGuidelinesfor Runoff COntrol
are" listed on pages 72 and, 73 "at the end of
this Issue Area.
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Erosion & Sedimentation Control
GOAL:

Maintain or reduce natural erosion
and sedimentation levels entering
the drainage network or air.

OBJECTIVE:

Minimize erosion and 'drainage
problems when development occurs.'

Erosion is the wearing away of soil or rock
through the actions of wind and water or
development activity. Sediments are the
products of erosion that, through theproc.ess
of sedimentation, are deposited in locations
different from their origin.
Erosion and sedimentation exist as part of an
inherent, productive process in a balanced
natural state. Ro·ot structures of plants and
associated leaf litter provide stability fqr
the soil of ·an area. The removal of plant
life through natural events or development
activities can have drastic effects on this
balance, increase the severity of erosion, and
lessen the flow through local drainageways.
The potential for excessive erosion can result
from:
1)

poor agricultural practice; and

2)

developnent activities.

For developnent activities, er'osion potential
is highest during the first phases of construction when the stabilizing vegetation is
removed.
Excessive erosion and subsequent
sedimentation can have negative effects on
surface water and air· quality.
Sedimentation
causes expensive loss of storage capacity in
reservoirs. The nutrient loading of lakes and
reservoirs frequently accompanies
sedimentation.
It
increases phosphate
levels,
reduces the level of dissolved oxygen, has a
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negative impact on plant and animal life, and
increases water treatment costs. As a result,
water may require purification;
streams,
rivers and ditches may require dredging; and
urban sewer and drainage systems may need
cleaning.
Airborne
particles may create
visual pollution and hazards.
In the united
states
it costs billions of dollars every
year to remedy the damage.
To minimize costs
associated with excessive erosion and sedimentation, it is better to have development occur
in areas where the potential for erosion is
low
and use preventive site
development
measures.

High Erosion is usually associated with steep
slopes,
minimal vegetation,
and erosive
surface materials.

Erosion is generally associated with flat
terrain, extensive vegetation, and nonerosive
surface materials.

Low

Moderate
Erosion is
intermediate conditions.

associated

with
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The table below shows the degree of suitability each type of land use will have on areas
with high, moderate or low natural erosion
potential.

Site Suitability Chart

IIILOW •

MODERATE. HIGH

t:,]

Site Developnent Guidelines for Erosion and
Sedimentation appear on pages 72 and 73 at the
end of this Issue Area.
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CRITICAL ELEMENT .NOT APPLICABLE

Individual Waste Disposal
GOAL:

Protect the quality of surface and
groundwater
from pollution
by
using individual waste disposal
systems.

OBJEcrIVE:

Allow installation of individual
waste disposal systems where the
terrain and soil are suitable- for
nonpolluting operation.

In areas where population densities are ve~
low, individual waste disposal systems are an
economical and feasible alternative to providing public wastewater treatment.
A properly
designed and constructed individual waste
disposal system can be highly satisfactory,
with the added advantage of returning relatively clean water to the local groundwater
table. Improper construction and maintenance
of such systems can contribute to groundwater
pollution. Improper construction and maintenance, or the proliferation of such systems,
can contribute to the pollution of nearby
groundwater
or downstream surface water
systems.
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There are three basic approaches to the design
of individual waste disposal systems; they
are:
uses onsite soil

for

1)

type one system:
filtering;

2)

type two system:
uses imported soil and
gravel for filtering; and

3)

type three
system.

is

system:

a

recycling

Site conditions that can effect the efficiency
of the first two systems are:
1)

hydrologic
conditions:
drain
fields
located near streams or areas where the
ground is freq:uently saturated with water'
will cease to function effectively;

2)

slope conditions:
drain fields located
on steep slopes where underlying geologic
condi tions resul t in lateral movement of
effluent
that can lead to
eventual
surface seepage;

3)

absorption conditions:
use of local
materials, particularly some soils in the
mountains,
may result in insufficient
filtering; and

4)

soil depth conditions:
~here soil depth
is
not adeq:uate to properly
filter
decomposed materials .and ·results in contaminationof groundwater.

¥~.:?~ r~ ~ ~ ~r~ ~ ~ j?!~f.~?~:(f:~;~1(~ ;~ I:t:~1r.\{: ~ ~ ~
t--,oo'-1

~

· ,~,. ·':-y: .-:

Site Development Guidelines for Individual
waste Disposal are listed on page 73 at the
end of this Issue Area.
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The chart below identifies the constraints on
the use of individual waste disposal systems
for various types of land use, and shows the
level of sui tabili ty for each type of
developnent.

Site Suitability Chart

II

LOW •

MODERATE •

HIGH

t'::1

CRITICAL ELEMENT _INOT APPLICABLE

TYPE I SYSTEM
HYDROLOGIC CONSTRAINTS
SOil CONSTRAINTS
ABSORPTION CONSTRAINTS
OF EXISTING MATERIAL
SOIL DEPTH CONSTRAINTS
OF EXISTING MATERIAL
NO SIGNIFICANT CONSTRAINTS
WITHIN A SANITATION DISTRICT

TYPE II

SYSTEt~

HYDROLOGIC CONS1RAINTS
SLOPE CONSTRAINTS
ABSORPTION CONSTRAINTS
OF EXISTING MATERIAL
SOIL DEPTH CONSTRAINTS
OF EXISTING MATERIAL
NO SIGNIFICANT CONSTRAINTS
WITHIN A SANITATION DISTRICT

SLOPE CONSTRAINTS
ABSORPTION CONSTRAINTS
OF EXISTING MATERIAL
SOil DEPTH CONSTRAINTS
OF EXISTING MATERIAL
NO SIGNIFICANT CONSTRAINTS
WITHIN A SANITATION DISTRICT

* STATUS

UNDETERMINED
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Site Development Guidelines
~e

following site developnent guidelines. identify measures that. can be
taken to improve the suitability of a site or developoent to conf011ll to
the goals and objectives for Water Quality and Quantity.
Design and
engineering
solutions JDay be available to solve these problems.
Where the problems are severe, cost-effective solutions may not. be
available that improve the suitability ofasite sufficiently to JDitigate the impacts of the proposed developnent.
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1)

Preserve t:l'·e plant life, topography, soil, waterways or bodies of water
that makeup the hydrologic system•.
Reestablish the same t¥pe and degree of functionperfor.medbfthe
natural system characteristic, when preservation is not possible.

2)

Maintain the existing

b~ance

X

X

X'

X'

of offsite runoff' levels.

Collect excess runoff and substantially recharge it to the groundwater
table.
Provide appropriate treatment before excessively contaminated runoff is
recharged.
3)

Maintain the rate (velocity) and amount of runoff at levels compatible
with the 100 year design storm.
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4) . Q>ntrol the rate, velocity, and volume of runoff released into stream

channels to prevent channel erosion.

S)

Preserve existi~g drainage patterns and avoid using storm sewer systems
for drainage control.

:

6)

X

X

Emulate natural drainage and infiltration patterns when storm sewer
systems are necessitated by the size and/or density of developnent, and
minimize adverse impacts on these artificial patterns.
Preserve stream boundaries and alignments in a natural state, whenever
possible.
Rehabilitate stream corridors that are disrupted to conform to, or
improve upon predevelopnent conditions.

X

X

X

X

Emulate the stream form and vegetative character that would occur under
long term natural processes.
7)

Integrate development with the natural topograpqy of the site.
Maintain soil profiles for areas not covered by improvements in order
to:
a)

~prove

or maintain the existing level of soil erosion potential.

b) Preserve the immediate or long-term soil infiltration potential.
8)

Prevent increased sedimentation of drainageways and excessive soil loss
from site development or construction activities.

9)

Protect areas with significant qydroiogic functions (recent alluvium,
faul ta, streams and stream banks, floodplains, bodies of water and shorelines, consolidated aquifer recharge areas, marshes or meadows) from
disruption caused by construction·of surfaces that do not allow the infiltration of water.

10)

Maintain or enhance the existing level of ground or surface water
quality when individual waste disposal systems are sited or constructed.

11)

Maintain the quality of well water by treating effluent from individual
waste disposal systems before it is recharged to the aquifer of the site.

12)

Use forest manageaent techniques that improve ground water production
and maintain water quality.

-

X'
X
X

X
X

X

X X
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Community Design Guidelines
For developments in the County that utilize
individual wells as the source of water, it is
recommended that:
1.

In the mountain portion of theCollnty,
excludi-ng-theHogback Valley, a minimum
lot siz e of5acresbe used in acco-rdance
with the recommendations of the State
Engineer, and consistent with theresul-ts
of various studies on groundwater
quantity and quality in the mountain
area. If appropriate augmentation and a
safe supply of groundwater can be demonstrated to the satisfaction ofthe.State
-Engineer, densi ties greaterthanldu/5
acres could be used on a case by case
basis, subject to the recommendations of
the approprJ.ate Development Pattern Map.

2.

In the Hogback Valley and the Plains
portion of the County, the maximum
density of 1 du/acre is permissible,
subj ect to the provisions of Senate Bill
5, as well as appropriate augmentation
plans approved by the State Engineer.

3.

Areas within water and sanitation districts will-not use wells as the so.urce
of domestic water.

It must be noted that when individual wells
are used with individual waste disposal
systems, the County Heal th Department regulations governing these systems affect the
actual densi ty that is attainable.
Asof
January, 1986, all newly platted lots with
individual waste systemsrEiquire 3.5 acres for
engineered systems and 5.0 acres othe-rwise.
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Introduction
Wildlife and unique vegetation are aesthetic,
economic, and environmental assets to
Jefferson County.
They contribute to the
physical and psychological well-being of the
residents and are a major part of thequali.ty
of life in the County. They contributeto·the
Co'unty' s economy by providing and e~nhancing
recreational activities, such as hunting,
fishing, camping, hiking, etc.
They are
valuable indicators of environmental quality
because they are sensi tiveto change,
especially environmental deterioration.
They are considered renewable resources,
restored through their natural regenerative
processes, but human neglect, depletion, and
development activities can cause irrep'arable
damage to these natural resources.
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As components of the ecosystem, wildlife and
unique plantlife are important links in the
cycling of nutrients. The cycling of base
elements, such as nitrogen, carbon, and
oxygen, occurs through metabolic activity
flowing through the food chain.
Photosynthesis in plants causes chemical compounds
to be processed into proteins and carbohydrates.
Animals eat plants and other
animals, continuing the energy flow. Animal
waste products and the death and. decay of
plants and animals return chemical elements to
the soil to be used by plants; the cycle
continues.
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The relationship between vegetation, animals,
and human activi ties needs to be respected and
"consciously protected. During the initial
'development, site preparation, and construction stages of projects, the potential for
adverse impact on plants and changes in unique
plant life and wildlife patterns is most
likely to be present. The adverse impacts
are often far-reaching and complex. They can
be avoided by:
1)

protecting threatened or endangered wildlife; .

2)

protecting and improving the quality and
quantity of wildlife habitats that provide essential supplies of food, water,
space, and cover; and

3)

preserving, maintaining, and restoring
unique forms of vegetation.
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Wildlife
GOAL:

Enhance, maintain, and rehabilitate
wildlife and wildlife habitats to
ensure the contin'ued environmental, economic, and aesthetic
value of this natural resource.

OBJEcrIVES: Protect and

increase the populations of all threatened or
endangered species in' the County.
Protect and increase the q"uali'ty
and quantities of wildlife habitats and their essential supplies
of food, water, space, and cover.

In the natural environment, wildlife is an
integral part of the ecosystem.
Through
predator/prey relationships, wildlife provides
its own checks and balances to maintain stable
and diverse populations. The feeding patterns
of balanced wildlife populations control and
foster the development of plantlife and vice
versa.
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Wildlife requires habitats in which to live.
'!he quality of wildlife habitat is determined
by the environment's ability to support life
by providing food, cover, water, and space. A
shortage of any life-supporting component of a
habitat can limit the number and distribution
of wildlife species. The absence of any component can prevent wildlife from using the
space as habita~
As development increases, there is increased
competi tion between wildlife and humans for
habitat. This competition between people and
wildlife for space, water, and vegetation is
the most significant problem in maintaining
wildlife within the County.
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There are six classifications of wildlife
habitat suitability:
Critical species and their habitats: There
are three critical, threatened, or endangered species, as identified by the state of
Colorado, found in the CoUilty. They are the
Peregrine Falcon, Bald Eagle, and the
Osprey. Survival of these species depends
upon maintenance of their habitats.
Critical habitat: This refers to wildlife
sites that are essential to the survival of
certain wildlife, such as elk calving areas.
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Wildlife habitats. of high significance:
There are areas in the County where superior
habitat exists, providing quality lifesupporting condi tions, food, cover, water,
and space.
Wildlife habitats of lDoderatesignificance:
These areas of the eounty are used by wildlife regularly. However, they demonstrate
less favorable life-supportingcha.racteristics than critical and high significance
areas and have a reduced capacity to support
wildlife.
Wildlife habitats of low significance: These
areas of the County demonstrate poor qUali~
habitats. The life-supportingcharacteristics are present but are insufficient in
either quality or quantity to support wildlifeactivi ties.
No habitat significance for wildlife:

is either very poor or nonexistent.
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Habitat

The following chart shows the level of suitability of critical species and wildlife
habitat areas for each type of land use.
Site Development Guidelines for wildlife
appear on page 85 at the end of this Issue
Area•

Site Suitability Chart

•

LOW •

MODERATE •

HIGH

t:.J

CRITICAL ELEMENT .NOT APPLICABLE

CRITICAL SPECIES AND HABITAT
HIGH WILDLIFE SIGNIFICANCE
MODERATE WILDLIFE
SIGNIFICANCE
LOW WILDLIFE SIGNIFICANCE

Unique Vegetation
GOAL:

Enhance, maintain, or rehabilitate
the quality of unique vegetation
for its environmental, economic,
and aesthetic values.

CBJECl'IVE: Preserve unique forms of vegetation within the County.
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Vegetation, asa component of the ecosystem,
performs two maj or functions:
1)

it is the origin of the natural flow of
energy within the system. Photosynthesis
converts sunlight, .water, and minerals
absorbed by plants into carbohydrates and
protein food sources for animals; and

2)

i tacts as a massi vefilter for the
atmosphere, converting carbon dioxide to
oxygen, and generallyfil tering particulates from the air.

Vegetation within the County is diversei
ranging from short-grass-prairie to subalpine
plants.
As development consumes natural
vegetation through the construction process,
many environmental systems are disrupted. The
removal of vegetation during the site developmentprocess negatively impacts the plant,
water, wildlife, and other systems on the
si te. This can cause changes in the general
climate, temperatur,e, wind velocity, and
humidi ty in the immedi'ate area.
If these
impacts are not dealt with conscientiously,
long-range results may foster overall environmental deterioration.
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Three locations of unique plant life within
the COunty that should be protected are:
1)

Rocky Mountain Juniper at the mouth of
North Turkey Creek and Bear Creek
canyons;

2)

Limber Pine, south of Coal Creek Canyon
mouth on Blue Mountain; and

3)

Engleman Spruce stand, west of Conifer.

There are no known threatened or endangered
plant species, as defined by the Federal
Endangered and Threatened Species Act of 1973,
found in Jefferson COunty.
The following chart shows the suitability of
unique vegetation for each type of land use.

In addition to the large and diverse plant
communities throughout the County, there are a
few special instances of unique vegetation.
Their uniqueness make them special resources.
Two types of unique vegetation are identified:
1)

plant groupings that are in a stable
stage and have been undisturbed by human
activities; and

2)

plants that are found away from their
normal environments.
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II

LOW •

MODERATE •

HIGH

UNIQUE VEGETATION

Site Development Guidelines for unique vegetation appear on page 85 at the end of this
Issue Area.
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CRITICAL

E~EI1ENT

.NOT APPLICABLE

Site Development Guidelines
ibe following site develoI8ent guidelines identify measures that can
be taken to iJDprove the suitabUity of a site or development to conform
to the goals and objectives for Wildlife and Vegetation. Design and
engineering solutions may be available to solve these probleas. Where
the probleas are severe, cost-effective solutions may not be available
that improve the suitability of a site sufficiently to mitigate the
i_pacts of the proposed devel0I8ent.
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1)

Enhance available wildlife habitat and prevent habitat deterioration where
species o~ critical habitats exist.

2)

Maintain the carrying capacity, metabolic activity, of habitats rated as
moderate and hi~ wildlife significance.
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Offset loss of habitats in developed areas by improving other habitats.
3)

Ensure the continuous use of wildlife habitats by species that are somewhat tolerant or intolerant of human activities.

X

4)

Maintain wildlife mOVEment corridors of a size and character that will
ensure their continued use.

X

S)

Protectwild1ifeand their habitats fran significant impacts by danestic
livestock and pets.

X

6)

Maintain natural plant life ecosystems next to bodies ·of water, streams,
other water courses and within wetlands.

X

7)

Locate structures and improvement to prevent. the removal of· unique
vegetation.

X

S)

Maintain natural levels of sunligh"t, water availability and quality, and
air quality on areas of unique vegetation during construction or changes
in land use.

X
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Introduction
Where hazardous conditions exist, hazardous
events are more apt to occur.
An unstable
slope can become a landslide area when triggered by severe and continuing rains, or by
poorly designed and constructed buildings.
Colorado law requires counties and municipalities to control land developnent in areas
where existing hazards have been identified.

r~.
Ground subsidence is the sinking of land over man-made or natural
underground voids. It may occur abruptly or gradually over years.

The adverse impacts of the six types of
haza-rds known to exist in Jefferson COunty can
be reduced by:
1)

ensuring that land use activities do not
aggravate geologic hazards;

2)

precluding land use activities in- the
IOO-year floodplain that would increase
the
danger and amount
of
flooding
upstream or downs.tream;

3)

ensuring that land use in uncontrolled
wildfire-prone areas does not increase
the risk;

4)

respecting the Jefferson County Airport
Influence Area by not exposing people and
property to excessive noise levels and
aircraft accidents;
l

5)
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limiting the type of land use permitted
accidental
in
areas
susceptible to
radiation contamination; and

I

I

6)

ensuring that land use on or adjacent to
abandoned sanitary landfills has adequate
protection from methane gas fires and
explosions, and differential settlement.

Each of these hazards is the subj ect of a
Management Mea for which goals, objectives,
and guidelines have been written.

Geologic Hazard s
GOAL:

Safeguard people and property from
injury or loss· due to hazardous
geological conditions and events.

OBJECTIVE:

Allow land use activities that do
not aggravate existing hazardous
geological conditions and are not
endangered ~ them.

Geologic hazards are natural or man-made
conditions
that threaten public health,
safety, or property • The geologic hazards of
concern in Jefferson County are:
Slfelling Soils: Clay rich soils which expand
when wet and shrink when dry.
The constant
shrinking and e~nsion can damage improperly
designed structures.
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Oil and Gas Wells: In the past
Jefferson County has enj oyed some modest exploration for liquid hydrocarbon resources.
One well in the Soda Lakes field produces a
small quantity of oil. In 1983 an exploratory
well uncovered significant gas reserves near
Rocky Flats.
Much of the northern portion of
the County is 'under lease for oil and gas
exploration.
Old oil and gas wells are present in the County. Leakage of natural gas or
residual fluids could pose a toxic and explosive threat if the wells are not properly
sealed•

Abandoned

.R adioactive Minerals: These naturally

occurring minerals are present in the 'rocks and
soil in certain parts of the County.
Sources
of radiation in .Coloradoareboth .natural and
man-made.
Due.±oitshigh -altitude and the
large amount of thorium and uranimn deposits,
the metropOlitanpo-pul'ation', is exposed' to· a
background radiation level which is 5 ~ higher
than the U. S. average. The consequences of
this exposure is a risk which is accepted
either consciously or unconsciously by the
local residents as a part of their living
environment.
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Subsidence:
The s~face collapse of gr~und
over underground m1nes.
Areas of prev10us
mining often contain hazardous conditions such
as steep or vertical tock faces of dangerous
heights, open or poorly sealed passageways
into areas of previous underground activities,
or underground rooms or passageways which
constitute a potential location for subsidence.
This condition can be very hazardous
to structures built in subsidence-prone areas.

The falling, 'bouncing, and rolling
of large rocks down steep slopes with great
momentmn.
Rockfalls:

Landslides: The downslope movement of earth
and rock material, typically in large, discrete masses.
There is a distinct surface
failure line.

Slope Pailure COmplex:
A slope with
a
combination of hazardous conditions, such as
rockfalls plus landslides.
Unstable Slopes: Slopes that could fail but
'have not.
Construction activity on these
slopes may induce fail ure.
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The following chart shows the suitability
ranking of geologic hazards for 19 types of
land use.

Site Suitability Chart h:~1 LOW

•

MODERATE •

HIGH

r']

SWELLING SOIL
SLOPE FAILURE COMPLEX,
ROCKFALLS, AND LANDSLIDES
SLOPES WITH HIGH INSTABILITY

Geologic Hazards site Development Guidelines
to prevent or diminish the adverse impacts are
listed on page 101 at the end of this Issue
Area.
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CRITICAL ELEMENT _NOT APPLICABLE

Flood Hazard s
Protect people and property
increased flood risks.

GOAL:

OBJECl'IVE:

from

Allow land· use in the IOO-year
floodplain that does not increase
the risk of hmnan inj ury and property damage.
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Floods are valuable natural events.
They
cleanse debris and vegetation from the drainageways and allow the development of diverse
habitats. Floods in semiarid regions, such as
Jefferson 'County, usually result from intense,
short-lived thunderstorms.
Violent,
slow
moving thunderstorms can produce dangerous
floods, such as the Big Thompson Flood in
Larimer County.
These events are rare, but
property damage and loss of life can be
devastating.
Jefferson County has drainageways that are similar to those in the Big
Thompson area.
This increases the need for
land use planning that can minimiz e
the
destructiveness of floods.
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floodplain is a drainageway that borders a
river or stream.
A 100-year floodplain is an
area that has a 1 percent chance of being
flooded every year. The 100-year flood is the
statistically significant event chosen for
land use planning purposes.
Within a .flood'plain there is a floodway and 'a floodfr.inge.
Ina floodway, the 'water velocity is.highand
·the water is deep. In a floodfringe the·water·
moves .more slowly and is shallow.
A

The: floodplain is a potentially valuable asset
to developers who are willing to integrate the
natural
environment into their
planning.
Trail corridors and open space uses can be
.attractive amenities when such open space uses
are properly designed within the
overall
developnent scheme.
The following chart shows the level of suitability each land use has in the floodplain
and outside of it.

Site Suitability Chart

•

LOW •

MODERATE •

HIGHC CRITICAL ELEtlENT.NOTAPPLICABLE

FLOOD FRINGE

Specific Developnent Guidelines for Flood
Hazard areas are listed on page 101 and 102 at
the end of this Issue Area.
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Wildfire Hazards
GOAL:

Safeguard people and property from
inj ury or damage due to uncontrolled wildfire.

OBJEcrIVE:

Allow land uses in wildfire-prone
areas that will not be substantially damage~ by wildfire, and
will reduce the' risk of wildfire.

Wildfire is the uncontrolled burning o~ forest
or prairie vegetation.
Wildfire potential is
measured by fireline intensity in units called
BTU's per second per foot.
A BTU, British
Thermal Unit, is a measurement of heat and
BTU's/second/foot indicates how hot the fire
is burni~g and how fast it is moving.
Wildfires can be started either by human
action, usually carelessness, or by' natural
pnenomena, such as lightning.
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Some facts about wildfire:
1.

Of all recorded fires in Colorado from
1946 to 1973, 35 percent were caused by
lightning and 65 percent wer"e caused by
"hmnans.

2.

Of front range fires, 48 percent were
caused by lightning and 52 percent were
caused by humans.

3.

From 1946 to 1973, the number of fires in
the state, caused by humans, increased
380 percent, and along the front range,
118 percent.

From 1950 to 1972, population al9ng the front
range increased 99 percent and. in the greater
Denver area it increased 114 percent.
These
statistics
represent
fires
which
occurred in the five front range national
forests:
Arapahoe,
Pike,
Rio Grande,
Roosevelt, and San Isabel. Reliable data is
not available for state and private lands. It
is speculated that fires caused by people on
State and private land may account for 75" to
80 percent of all fires. As population growth
continues, the risk of human caused fires will
also increase.
There are two wildfire concerns:
1.

Ignition:
Combustion
re.quires fuel,
heat, and oxygen.
Ignition typically
occurs when sufficient heat from natural
or human sources starts the combustion
process.

2.

Behavior:
Data
on types of
fuel,
climatic conditions, and topography are
used in conjunction w~th National Forest
Service computer models to predict wildfire behavior. BTU's/foot/second measure
the intensity of the fire.
This information can be used to gauge the relative
danger to life and property in an area.
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The following chart shows the amount of risk
to different types of land use activities from
wildfire hazards.

I
I

'

Specific
Site Development Guidelines
for
Wildfire are listed on page 102 and 103 at the
end of this Issue Area.
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I
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Site Suitability Chart
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POTENTIAL FIRELINE INTENSITY
OF LESS THAN 100 BTU/SEC/FT.
POTENTIAL FIRELINE INTENSITY
OF 100-400 BTU/SEC/FT .• '~'~~~.'~~'~'
POTENTIAL FIRELINE INTENSITY
GREATER THAN 400 BTU/SEC/FT.

Airport Hazard s

I

GOAL:

Safeguard the heal th and safety of
people
and
property
in
the
Jefferson COunty Airport Influence
Area.

CBJECTIVE:

Ensure
that land use in
the
Airport Influence Area is compatible with the general aviation
function of the Jefferson County
Airport and does not expose :People
or property to harm or damage from
aircraft accidents or high noise
levels.

'

I

I

I
I

I

~
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The Jef,ferson County Airport is located in
the northern portion of the County.
It is a
publicly
owned general aviation
facility
operated by Jefferson County Airport Authority.
By 1988, it is expected to accommodate
385,000 flights per year.

Extreme noise levels and the threat of
aircraft accidents are serious health, safety,
and welfare concerns of the surrounding
com~unities.
At the same time, the airport
merits protection from the encroachment of the
type of urbanization that would limit its
ability to serve the area as a vital
transportation facility. The Airport Master
Plan identifies an airport influence area that
has primary approach and departure zo~es, and
high noise zones.
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The following chart shows the level of
suitability of each type of land use with each
of these zones. Ldn is the noise level,
dBCa)' averaged over a one year period.
Specific Site Development Guide11nes are
listed on page 102 and 103 a t the end of this
Issue Area.

Site Suitability Chart

I'IJ

LOW •

MODERATE •

HIGH

I::~::] CRITICAL ELEMENT

_NOT APPLICABLE
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Radiation Hazards
GOAL:

Safeguard people from
probable
exposure
risks from industrial
radiation•

.(]3JECTIVE:

Allow land use in the vicinity of
the
Rocky
Flats
Plant
that
minimizes radiation exposure in
the event of an accident that
releases radioactive isotopes into
the enviromnent.

Plutonimn, a, radioactive isotope, is used at
the Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Plant.
If
contained and controlled properly, risks of
exposure are minimal.
The maj or concern is
not with the processing, it is with the
accidental release of plutonium which could
have adverse health impacts.
Soil contamination, southeast and southwest of the, plant
respectively,
caused' by past accidents is a
basic concern that requires monitoring to
protect people from exposure to potentially
harmful levels of radiation.
This type of accident creates a planning
dilemma more serious than a natural hazard
such as flooding, because the type, particle
size, and quantity of materials in an accidental release cannot be reasonably anticipated
wi th accuracy.
In addi tion, wind speed and
direction at the time of accident influences
the siz-e and shape of the affected area.
Four components of the management area are
defined:
areas of existing soil contamination; the State's area of concern, which
includes those lands within four miles of the
plant; the area within the sector grid of the
present emergency response plan, within 10
miles of the plant, and the remainder of the
County.
Areas 4 miles from the plant and 10 miles from
the plant are significant in the event of an
accident which releases plutonium into the
enviromnent.
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ROCKY FLATS PLANT

The following chart shows the suitability
levels of land in the vicinity of the plant
for the various types of land use.
Specific Site Development Guidelines for this
Management Area are listed on page 101 and 103
at the end of this Issue Area.

Site Suitability Chart

1_1

LOW •

MODERATE •

HIGH
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CRITICAL ELEMENT .NOT APPLICABLE

SITES WITHIN SOIL
CONTAMINATION AREA
SITES WITHIN 4 MILES OF
THE ROCKY FLATS PLANT
SITES WHICH ARE 4-10 MILES
FROM THE ROCKY FLATS PLANT
SITES FARTHER THAN 10 MILES
FROM THE ROCKY FLATS PLANT

Met hane Hazard s
GOAL:

OBJE~IVE:

Protect people and property from
harm or loss due to toxic fumes,
explosion, and differential ground
settlement.
Allow land use on or adj acent to
landf ills that provides adequate
protection for people or property.
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There are at least 12 abandoned sanitary
landfills in Jefferson County. As organic·
matter decomposes and compacts in abandoned
landfills, two of the hazards produced are:
1)

methane Gas, which is colorless, odorless, and highly flammable.
It can
spread to a'dj acentdevelopment and
accumulate in nearby structures where it
can ignite and explode; and

2)

differential settlement, which occurs
when the ground collapses unevenly. This
can cause structural damage and personal
inj ury.

The following chart shows the suitability
ranking for land uses on or adjacent to
abandoned sanitary landfills. For several of
these land uses, methane hazards are rated as
a Critical Element. This means that the land
use should not occur on or adj acent to a
sanitary landfill.
Site Development Guidelines for this Management Area are listed on page 103 at the end of
this Issue Area.
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Site Development Guidelines
itle following site developm.ent guidelines identify measures that can be
taken to improve the suitability of a site or developm.ent to conform to
the goals and objectives for Hazards. Design and engineering solutions
may be available to solve these problems. Where the problems are
severe, cost-effective solutions may not be available to iaprovethe
suitability level of a site sufficiently to mitigate the impacts on
proposed developm.ent.
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1)

Design structures to withstand the rising and
falling pressures of swelling soils.

2)

Design drainage systems in developed areas to
minimize the effects of swelling and shrinking
cycles that could aggravate the damage caused by
swelling soils.

3)

2

2

Design landscaping and outdoor watering systems
to minimize the swelling and shrinking cycles that
could aggravate the damage caused by swelling soils.

2

Design structures in areas of unstable slopes
to withstand the stress caused by slope conditions.
Modify slopes to ensure stability.

2

5)

Design drainage systems on unstable slopes so the
flow of water improves slope stability.

2

6)

Stabilize the final land forms that result fran
developnent activity.

4)

7)

PropeLly seal abanooned oil or gas wells to minimize
the risk of leakage fran gas or residual fluids.

8)

Design sites and locate structures to ensure safe
levels of human exposure to radiation, particularly
in areas where there is a potential for human
inhalation of retained radon gas.

9)

10)

Use water for hmnan consumption that does not exceed
safe levels of radioactive isotopes.
Design sites and locate structures. to prevent injury
or damage due to subsidence.

2

1

2

2

1

2

1

2
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11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

18)

19)

Design and construct all structures for human
occupancy in the floodplain so that the lowest level
of any part of the building is at least one foot
higher than the lOo-year floodplain elevation. Such
structures must not infringe upon or alter the
floodway.
Design all modifications of the drainageway,
floodplain or structures within the floodplain so
that the flooding hazard and associated erosion or
sedimentation is not increased upstream or downstream of the development.

2

2

When hazard reduction methods are needed, restore
drainageways in a manner that emulates the form,
vegetative appearance, and ~drologic functions
that would occur under a long-term, natural
process.

2

Preserve stream ooundaries and alignment through
a process of site design and development that is
responsive to natural conditions. <1lannelize or
relocate watercourses only when these are the only
ways to alleviate existing hazards.

2

Ensure that fireline intensities will not exceed
approximately lOOlB'lU/foot/second in areas subject
to development or significant activity.

2

Establish a procedure for continuous maintenance of
fuel reduction-programs to prevent reoccurrence
of the original wildfire hazard.

2

Ensure that land use within the Airport Influence
Area will not result in increased demand for public
expenditures to protect new developnent from hazards
associated with aircraft.
Ensure that the manufacturing, processing or storing
of explosive, toxic or radioactive materials does
not occur in the Primary Approach and Departure
Zones of the Airport.
Ensure that noise sensitive land uses such as
schools, homes, hospitals, etc. occur outside the
Primary Approach and Departure Zones.
Provide avigation easements within the Airport
Influence Area.
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Use special construction techniques or other
accepted measures to reduce interior noise levels
within any occupied building inside the Airport,
Influence Area to safe and acceptable levels.
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Maintain the Primary Approach and Departure Zones
free of .excessive smoke emissions, excessive building
heights, excessive exterior lighting, electrical
equipment or communication systems that interfere
with instrumentation or communication s,ystems, or
other impediments to safe movement of aircraft.

23)

Integrate site development with the transportation
network to facilitate evacuation plans in the event
of an industrial radiation accident· or wildfire.

2

2

24)

Ensure that developnent will not create an
evacuation hazard and will be able to comply pranptly
with an evacuation order.

2

2

25)

Inform affected tenants and property owners within
a developnent of all state emergency response
guidelines and procedures.

26)

EQuip all structures on landfills with methane
monitors and alarm systems.

2

Vent or collect methane from landfills prior to
developnent.

2

Properly vent all structures on landfills to prevent
methane build-up.

29)

Design structures and improvements based on careful
site design and subsurface testing before construction on landfills to prevent damage from differential
settI ement.

Z
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2

Maintain the Clear Zones, defined by the Airport
Master Plan, free of any structures.

28)
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27)
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Introduction
The- sights and sounds that surround people are
the more perceptible elements of the quality
of life in a community. Enhancing that
qual.ity of life by ensuring that land use does
not adversely affect the physical and psychological well-being of County inhabitants is
important to maintaining a sense of community.
Obscuring valued views, limiting access to
viewing sites, or producing excessively
loud, obj ectionable noise that overrides the
chirping of birds and sighing of Cedars can
reduce the level of satisfaction fel t by
res·idents.
Visual quality does not have to be destroyed
by development. In fact, good design practicescan enhance the visual quality of an
area, particularly in some of the built-up
areas of the County. There are five design
objectives specific for visual resources:
1.

Preservation: Protection of a site's
visual quality and the exclusion of any
development that would al ter the site's
visual character.

2.

Maintenance: Protection of a site's
visual quality, allowing development that
significantly alters the visual environment.

3•

Modification: Allow development that complements the visual character of the
landscape a~d does not cause visual
deterioration or destruction.

4.

Rehabilitation: Reestablishment of visual
quality after a site has been disturbed.

5.

Enhancement: Improvement of a site's
visual character.
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The unique land·scape and rural quiet ttlat
characterize different parts of Jefferson
County are valuable assets that attract new
residents and employers. Careful attention to
enhancing and maintaining these natural
attributes as development occurs can ensure a
highly desirable quality of life in the
COunty. This can be achieved by:

1)

maintaining the visual quality of areas
valued for their views and frequently
seen by large numbers of people;

2)

using 'natural landscape screening and
topography to hide development;
-

3)

maintaining landscapes that have a unique
visual quality; and

4)

reducing noise levels that might have
adverse impacts on health or interfere
with normal activities.

Each of these concerns represents a Management
Area for which goals, objectives, and guidelines have been written.-
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Landscape Visibility
GOAL:

Maintain the visual quali ty of
areas valued for their views and
frequently seen by many people.

CJ3JECTIVE:

Ens.ure that land use activities
have positive, or low negative
impacts in highly visible areas.

Beauty has held an exalted place in philosophy
and has been valued from the ancient to the
modern era. Human pursuit of beauty in the
physical environment has been a goal achieved
rarely in the past and even less frequently
in modern times.
The surrounding landscape and the ability to
see it are important aspects of the quality of
life cherished in Jefferson County. .Ensuring
that areas that are valued for their views can
continue to be seen by large numbers of people
is important to residents of the County.
Within Jefferson County, the concern for
visual resources has been expressed in a
number of ci tiz en surveys.
These surveys
indicated that scenic amenity ranked second
only to the desire to escape pollution as the
motivation for moving to the mountain area.
The backdrop of the front range isa major
landmark for the entire Denver Metropoli tan
Area.
The unique and diverse landscape is an asset
that attracts employers, homeowners, and
visit'ors to the County. Protecting this asset
will require that development be sensitive to
the setting in which it occurs and that site
designers understand the val ue the communi ty
places on view areas.
Assuming a site can be seen, its visibility
will be affected by the viewing distance, the
activity of the observer, the length of time
spent viewing, and the angle of view.
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I

very high visibility ranking is given when
the distance from the view is short, the
slopes are steep, it is seen by large numbers
of viewers, or it can be viewed for a long
time.

A

very low visibility ranking is accorded when
the distance from the view is long, the
terrain is flat, few viewers see it, or the
length of time the view can be seen is short.

A

High, moderate, and low rankings are assigned
as degrees of intermediate conditions between
very high or very low Visibility rankings.
The more visible a site is, the more it
requires that preservation, maintenance, and
enhancement design objectives be implemented.
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The following chart shows the degree of
suitability of various visibility levels for
each type of land use.
Design Guidelines for Landscape Visibility
appear on page 116, at the end of this Issue
Area.

Site Suitability Chart
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LOW •
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HIGH

Landscape Quality
GOAL:

Maintain landscapes that have
special visual qualities.

CEJECTIVE:

Ensure that new development
activities result in positive, or
low negative impacts on the visual
quality of the landscape.
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Landscape quality is the overall visual
impression by the topography, vegetation,
soils, sky, water, and structures of a si tee
Combined, these components form the landscape
characteristics of visual dominance, variety,
and uniqueness.
The measure of landscape
quality can be a point on a scale from unique,
visually rich sites to homogeneous, visuallyboring si tes.

Dominance is a measure of the visual influence
or power of a landscape or an individual
feature in the landscape.
There are ~four
elements that compete for visual dominance in
a landscape:
1.

Form: The physical mass and three dimensional configuration of objects.

2.

Line: The edges between obj ects, such as
the line where forest and meadow meet.

3.

Color: The light-reflective properties
of obj ects tha t enable us to differentiate otherwise similar objects.

4.

Texture: '!he sense of surface-type, such
as course, grainy, or smooth.
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Interesting landscapes often have visual
variety or complexity and a mixture of
elements, such as~' vegetation, bodies of
water ,and terrain. variety can also include
the experience of seasonal changes of vegetation. As variety incr'eases, the landscape's
visual interest increases, to the point where
variety is too complex and becomes confusing.
Researchers have found that the structure'and
quality' of phYsical space surrounding people
affects emotional well-being.
In Jefferson County the importance of visual
resources was reinforced by the results of a
1974 attitudinal survey. It revealed that the
four most important reasons for moving to the
mountain area were:
1)
2)
3)
4)

the absence of
privacy;
the quantity
and/or natural
the desire for

pollution;
and quality of wildlife
scenery; and
solitude.

Unique landscapes are those areas where the
visual attraction is unusual, such as: the
Table Mountains in Golden, the hogback ridges
and valleys with associated rock outcroppings,
and scenic overlooks and vistas. These unique
areas provide a sense of identity for a
community or region and often, a sense of
pride for residents.
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The components of landscapes and their
resulting characteristics create varieties of
physical settings that may be unique,
visually-rich, homogeneous or visually-boring.
Landscape quality can be degraded when
development is not sensitive to the landscape
which surrounds it. In general, the more
unique the landscape character, the more
suited a site is for preservation objectives,
and the more boring the landscape, the more
suited a site is for rehabilitation or
enhancement.
very high ranking is accorded unique visual
landscapes that have diverse vegetation,
special water features, and special mountain
features, such as rock outcroppings.

A

A poor ranking is assigned when there is minimal vegetation and no special features.

High and moderate rankings are intermediate
condi tions.
The following chart shows the suitability of
various levels of landscape quality for each
type of land use.
Site Development Guidelines for this Management Area are listed on page 116.

Site Suitability Chart
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Landscape Screening
GOAL:

Protect landscapes from the
unnecessary visual intrusion of
developnent.

OBJEcr'IVE:

Ensure that development is
designed to make maximum use of
the natural screening capabilities
of the landscape.

Good

Screening is the capacity of a landscape to
hide or mask structures or development activities from view. The screening ability of a
landscape is determined by the type and amount
of vegetation, topographic variation, and
slope. As the amount and diversity of vegetation and topographic variation increases so
does the site's capacity to screen development. The general slope of a site is also
important. As slope increases, the ability to
screen decreases because the site is more
visible.
Development can use the screening characteristics of a landscape and design solutions to
create visually pleasing development
integrated with the natural landscape. Where
sites have good screening capabilities,
modif ica tion or maintenance obj ectives will
apply.
Where sites have poor screening
capabilities, preservation, rehabilita tion or
enhancement obj ectives will apply.
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Poor

Site suitability rankings, shown on the chart,
identify land use activities that would make
maximum use of the landscape's natural
screening capacities.
High suitability ranking is awarded where land
forms and vegetation block views, such as
ridges and dense forests.
low suitability ranking is given where the
terrain is flat and there is little large
vegetation to screen development.
A

Moderately high, moderate, and moderately low
rankings are assigned to intermediate conditions of land form and vegetation.
Site Development Guidelines and Community
Design Guidelines for this Management Area are
listed on page 116 at the end of this Issue
Area.
-~-
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Noise
GOAL:

Protect people and property from
the harmful effects of excessive
noise levels.

CBJEcrIVE:

Encourage land use that has positive or minimal negative impacts
on noise levels and meets· the
appropriate
state and federal
requirements for health, safety,
and welfare.

The process of hearing noise has three
elements; stimuli, awareness, and response.

stimuli are the noises in the env.ironment;
birds chirping, vehicles moving, jackhammers
banging, and breezes blowing. How noise is
heard is determined by the noise sources and
the physical laws that govern sound. That is:
1.

Point sources have specific points of
origin, such as vehicles, equipment, and
people.
.

2.

Ambient sources do not have single,
identifiable origins. They are accumulations of noises that act as single
sounds and are sometimes referred to as
background noise.

3.

Line sources are series of point sources,
such as highways and rail lines.

The physical laws of sound describe how noises
move in the environment; generation, speed,
frequency, intensity, direction, and decay.
Awareness is the interception,

inte.tpretation
and rinderstanding of noise. Noise" is heard
and interpreted constantly. Some sounds are
filtered out as unimportant, others generate
response.
The interpretation. of noise is
based ·on personal attitudes and values. Human
physiological systems, auditory, nervo·us, vascuI ar, etc., and psychological sta tes,
performance, productivity, security, wellbeing, etc., can be affected by noise.
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Response is the reaction to noise.
Most
physical responses are attempts to make levels
of noise acceptable. To do this, the noise
source, or how the noise is heard, can be
altered by moving away from the source,
wearing hearing protection, or building a
wall.

Two perspectives have been considered in
developing suitability rankings and Site
Development Guidelines:
1.

Quietness in the County should be
protected from unacceptable intrusions of
higher noise levels. Land use activities
that produce similar levels of noise
should be located together. Land uses
that generate higher levels of noise than
the surrounding areas would not be considered compatible, unless actions are
taken that decrease the number of noise
sources or that alter how the noise is
heard.

2.

The public should be protected from
hearing loss, disruption of normal
activities, and negative physiological or
psychological damage from excessive noise
levels.

Site Development Guidelines and Community
Design Guidelines for this Management Area are
listed on page 116 at the end of this Issue
Area.
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Site Development Guidelines
The Site Development Guidelines and Community Design Guidelines
identify measures that can betaken to improve the suitability of a
site or development to conform to ·the goals and objectives for Sensory
Resources. Design. and .engineering solutions may be available to solve
these problems.
Where theprobleJDs are severe, cost-effective
solutions may not be available to improve the suitability level of a
sitesufficiehtly to mitigate the iapacts of the proposed development.
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1)

Integrate development, through its location and design, with the existing
natural character, color, line, texture, and form, of the site.

X

X

X

2)

Minimize site disturbances. Where disturbances are unavoidable, integrate!
the resulting landscape With the natural landscape, similar Itnes, colors,
textures, and forms.

X

X

X

3)

Maximize use of a site's capacity to screen developments from view. For
areas with less-than-adequate landscape screening capacity, enhance the
visual diversity and landscape screening of the site.

4)

Maintain visually attractive and high-quality elements of a site's
landscape. Enhance less attractive and lower quality portions of the
site.

S)

Provide measures to ensure architectural quality, especially when
buildings are the visually dominant component of a landscape.

X

6)

Prevent silhouette effect of structures on prominent ridges.

X

7)

Revegetate all disturbed areas.

X

8)

Use existing and man-made topography to reduce noise to acceptable levels.

9)

Use landscape materials and noise barriers to reduce noise to
acceptable levels for intended activities.

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

10) Locate structures· to reduce noise levels internally and externally,

especially impacts due to reverberation and echoing in built-up areas.
11) Use construction materials and structure design to reduce outside

anlor inside noise levels.
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Community Design Guidelines
Create a scenic corridor along 1-70 in the
mountains. Ensure that the visibility· and
site disruption of a:ny development in this
corridor is minimized.
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Introduction
Jefferson County is rich in historic resources
that provide links to the past, chronicle
change, and mark growth.
They are often
fragile,limited, and nonrenewable.
Their
destruction would be an irreversible loss.
Historic sites, structures, districts, roads,
trails, and railways are scattered throughout
the County. More than three hundred archaeologic sites attest to the presence and lifestyle of earlier residents. These historic
resources are valued by residents, tourists,
historians, government, geologists, and
archaeologists, and can be preserved through
identification, classification, and protection.

Three principles underlie the development of
suitability rankings and guidelines for this
Issue Area; they are:
1)

prevent damage or enhance historic and
archaeologic resources when development
occurs;

2)

ensure that historical and archaeological
resources are preserved to enhance the
education and environment of present and
future residents; and

3)

ensure that creative and functional
design and development are harmonious
with the character of the historical and
archaeological sites.
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The iInportance of the protection given these
resources is evidenced by numerous federal,
state, and local acts and initiatives:
The Antiquites Act of 1906
The National Historic Preservation Act
/National Register
The National Environmental policy Act
The State Antiquities Act
Historic Monuments Act
Local Government Land Use Control Enabling
Act
COlorado House Bill 1041
Model Land Use Regulations
Jefferson County Open Space Program

Historic Resou rces
GOAL: Preserve or maintain the County's
historic resources for their
social and economic val ues.
OBJECTIVE:

Allow land uses which preserve
and/or maintain historic resources.

In Jefferson County many varied historic
resources have been identified, including
structures, sites, districts, roads, trails,
and railways.

Structures of local, state or national recognition are often associated with notable
individuals, are works of master architects
and builders, or have a unique style typical
of the locale or are of a style disappearirlg
from the area.
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The Hiwan Homestead and Humphries House in
Evergreen are examples of structure&of
national significance for their style. The
Parmalee House in Indian Hills is an example
of a single ~tructure important for its
notable owner, General Parmalee.
Sites are areas where two or more historic
structures are found in close proximity, such
as downtown Evergreen.
Districts are areas possessing historic value,
such as the North Fork Historic district.
These areas originally had a form of unity,
such as a business or mining community.
Historic roads and trails are ancestral paths,
such as the Golden Gate Toll Road operated
from 1860 to 1871 between Golden and the
mining communities of Black Hawk and central
City. Portions of it exist in the present day
Golden Gate Park Road.
Historic railroads are those where some
evidence of the railbed exists today, such as
the abandoned Denver, Southparkand Pacific
Railway bed, which follows the north fork of
the South Platte River.
Destroyed historic railroads include those
known to be in existence at one time but where
no visible evidence remains today.
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The destruction of historic resources in the
past need not have occurred. Development can
be encouraged to integrate historically
significant structures or sites into site
design and development plans. This adaptive
use of historic resources can enhance a
development by attracting visitors, providing
a focal point, and giving the community a
sense of continuity with the past.

The Suitability Chart indicates how well
diff erent types of land use can be
accommodated by various historic resources.
Site Development Guidelines for this Management Area appear on page 123 at the end of
this Issue Area.

Site Suitability Chart
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Archaeologic Resources
GOAL:

Preserve archaeologic resources in
the County.

CJ3JECTIVE:

Protect archaeologic resources
through the preservation of land
or the extraction of artifacts
before development occurs.

The oppor·tuni ty to excavate archaeological
sites is important and ensures a continuing
link to information about the County's past
inhabitants. and geological condition.
Archaeologic resources are identified by the
SLate of Colorado Archaeologist and, according
to the State Historical Society, include
places of early human occupation and work
areas, areas where eVidence of farming or
hunting and gathering is found, burial or
other funeral remains, aboriginal artifacts,
structures dating from prehistoric periods,
and paleontological specimens.
Archaeologic sites are very sensitive to
change or disruption caused by natural and
human activity. '!hey can be destroyed easily
and unknow ingly by earth surface changes
and/or construction. The Office of the State','
Archaeologist suggests isolation and protec~
tion fr.om any human disturbance. The only
type of land use that ofters this protection
is open space. An alternative is theexcavation of archaeologicresources prior to
development.
Some protection is offered
through State Law, Colorado Revised Statutes,
Title 24, Article 80,
which states that
archaeologic resources are the property of the
State of Colorado, not the individual land
owner.
As such, the state has certain
property rights and responsibilities.
Site Development Guidelines for this Management Area appear on page 123 at the end of
this Issue Area.
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Wooly Mammoth relic removed
from Denver west office site.

The Suitability Chart identifies the difficulty involved in combining archaeologic
site(s) with most of the different types of
land use.

Site Suitability Chart
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Site Development Guidelines
~e

following site development guidelines identify measures that can be
taken to improve the suitability of a site or development to conform to
the goals and objectives for Historic and Archaeologic Resources.
Design and engineering solutions may be avail~le to solve these probleaSe Where the probleas are severe, cost-effective solutions may not
be available that improve the suitabili ty of a site sufficiently to
mitigate the iapacts of the proposed development.
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1)

2)

Maintain and complement the unique features of the historic resource, and
preserve all relevant aspects of the setting. Prevent any destruct10n or
deterioration of the resource.
Preserve the archaeological resource areas or complete the required study
and documentation specified by the Office of the state Archaeologist
before any development begins.
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Introduction
Transportation is the activity of people and
goods moving from one place to another.
The
urban transportation network links residential, commercial, industrial, recreational,
and cultural activities. In Jefferson County,
the network is comprised of pedestrianways,
bike and horse trails,
highways,
public
transit, railways, and the Jefferson County
Airport.
The development pattern of urban, suburban,
and rural areas is often influenced by the
location of transportation facilities.
In
turn, the operation of the transportation
network
is
influenced by the form
and
intensity land development takes.
Because of this interrelationship, coordination of land use development and the transportation system is essential. The Land Use Plan
can be used to guide future development to
areas
that
can be
served
effectively,
effiCiently, and safely by the existing and
proposed transportation network.

Failure to coordinate land use and the transportation network may result in excessive
travel times, increased congestion, increased
public and private costs,
limited travel
opportunities,
inconvenience,
hazards
or
wasted energy.
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The balanced transportation system that will
be needed by County residents and is essential
to
attract new businesses and employment
centers can be achieved by:
1)

maintaining
and
achieving
desirable
levels of accessibility to goods, jobs,
and services;

2)

building and maintaining a safe transportation system that has minimal levels of
accidents,
property
damage,
and
fatalities; and

3)

e~anding

the existing network to meet
travel demands with the least adverse
social,
economic, and
environmental
impacts.

Each of these three concerns represents a
Management Area for which goals and objectives
and guidelines have been developed.
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Accessibility
GOAL:

Maintain
and secure
desirable
levels of accessibility to goods,
jobs, and services, and provide
efficient mobility for all residents of the County.

OBJECl'IVES: 1.

Minimize overall travel times
and congestion.

2.

Optimize
the use
of
the
transportation facilities.

3.

Minimize
costs.

4.

Maximize prOVision of facilities for all maj or modes of
travel.

5.

Increase
ness.

public

energy

and

private

effective-

One of the primary objectives in the coordination of land use and transportation
is
accessibility, being able to move people and
goods effectively and efficiently.
The accessibility of a transportation system
is determined by many factors. The maj or ones
are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Proximity
Design Standards
Operating capacities
The
variety of transportation modes
available,
e.g.,
highways,
public
'transit, freight rail, and airports.

New developnent should be located according to
the level of accessibility offered by the
transportation network.
Those uses
that
generate high volumes of traffic should be
located in areas with high accessibility~
Those uses that generate lower volumes of
traffic can be located in areas of lower
accessibility.
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Same users have special transportation needs
not related to traffic volume.
For example,
industrial uses may require rail or
air
services
and low income or
handicapped
individuals may require pUblic transit. Where
appropriate, land uses should be located to
satisfy the special needs that require alternative modes of transportation.

The suitability policies for accessibility
include
existing and future road network
measures, and a measure of the availability of
alternative modes of transportation. The road
network measures are composites of the number
of existing lanes,
the number of
lanes
proposed in
the Jefferson County
Maj or
Thoroughfare Plan, the location of existing
and proposed interchanges, and the distance to
get on the road network.
The mode availability measure is one of distance to an existing
alternative method of transportation, i.e.
pUblic
transit,
freight rail, or airport
service.
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The following Site Suitability rankings are
intended to guide the location of new development to take advantage of the accessibility
the transportation network offers.
Site Development and Community Design Guidelines for this Management Area are listed on
page 132 at the end of this Issue Area.

Mode Opportunity
1~;o:l.·:!;:1 LOW
WITHIN .25 MILES OF
LOCAL BUS SERVICE
WITHIN 1.0 MILES OF
PARK-N-RIDE STATION
WITHIN .25 MILES OF
FREIGHT RAIL
BETWEEN .25 AND .50 MILES
FROM FREIGHT RAIL
WITHIN 5.0 MILES OF
AN AIRPORT
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•

MODERATE •

HIGH

a

CRITICAL ELEMENT

ltIli

NOT APPLICABLE

Existing Road System
Site Suitability Chart

U.l~~1 LOW. MODERATE

.1

HIGH

It:]

CRITICAL ELEMENT IaRINOT APPLICABLE

VERY HIGH ACCESSIBILITY
HIGH ACCESSIBILITY
MODERATE ACCESSIBILITY
LOW ACCESSIBILITY

Proposed Road System
Site Suitability Chart
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LOW •

MODERATE •

HIGH

a

CRITICAL ELEMENT MINOT APPLICABLE

VERY HIGH ACCESSIBILITY
HIGH ACCESSIBILITY
MODERATE ACCESSIBILITY
LOW ACCESSIBILITY
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Network Expansion
GOAL:

Expand the existing transportation
network, efficiently and effectively, to satisfy travel demands
with minimal
adverse
social,
economic,
and
environmental
impact.

OBJECTIVES: 1.

Monitor travel demands
and
adjust the transportation network to meet the demand efficiently and effectively.

2.

Minimize the need for
new
facilities.
Minimize social,
economic, and
environmental
impacts of network expansion.

The transportation network is a dynamic system
that changes over time.
As the County grows
and the character of the population changes,
so does the cnaracter of travel patterns.
These changes often require that· accessibility
to previously remote areas be improved, that
new roads be constructed or upgraded, or that
new transit services be pr 9vided.
The transportation network must be flexible to
respond
to changing travel patterns
and
demands.
However, expansion or renovation of
the network should be orderly.
Coordination
of the entire network, including all modes,
will be necessary to meet the demand f·or
travel efficiently or effectively. An uncoordinated transportation network could result
in unnecessary social, economic, and environmental costs.
The Community Design Guidelines for
this
Management Area are listed on page 132.
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Safety
GOAL:
OBJECTIVE:

Build and maintain a safe
portation system.

trans-

Minimize loss related to property
damage, personal inj ury or death.

Safety is described as the degree of hazards
that exist within the transportation system.
Safety
is determined by
system
design,
condition of facilities and equipment, turning
conflicts, speed, user error, transportation
mode
conflict, and weather
conditions.
Accidents
resulting
in property
damage,
personal inj ury or death may occur within the
system
if all elements are not properly
designed, constructed, and maintained.
The Site Development Guidelines and Community
Design Guidelines are intended to prevent and
correct deficiencies in the system. These are
listed on page 132.
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(There is no Site Suitability Chart for this
topic)
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Site Development Guidelines
The following Site Development and Community Design Guidelines identify
measures that can betaken to improve the suitability of a site or
development to conform to the goals and obj ectives for Transportation.
Design and engineering solutions may be available to solve these
probleas. Where the problems are severe, cost-effective solutions may
not be available to improve the suitability level of a site
sufficiently to mitigate the impacts of the proposed development.
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Assure, adequate capacity for existing and projected traffic volumes.

X
X
X'

X
X
X'

4)

Provide for efticientmovement of all forms of transportation,
using appropriate design and construction standards. Design a
convenient and accessible intermodal transfer system.

X

X

5)

Apply appropriate design and construction standards for transporta~
tion facilities to 'minimize hazards to users, adjacent property,
and human activity.

1)

Provide

adequate vehicular and pedestrian access for all land use.

2)

Provide rights-of-way for transportation facilities to allow for
facilities to accommodate both existing and projected demands.

3)

construction of

X

Community Design Guidelines
1.

The transportation sy.stem should be coordinated with 'regional,
state, and national transportation systems.

2.

The transportation system should prOVide efficient transportation
and the necessary, capacity.
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3.

The transportation system should be planned and managed to
integrate and coordinate the provision of facilities across all
major modes of travel: highway, transit, freight,rail, airport,
bicycle, pedestrian, and across all jurisdictions and transportation agencies in the region.

4.

The Maj or Thoroughfare Plan should designate permanent transportation cooridors that will be used to accommodate future transportation facil~ties with proper access controls.

5.

Transportation facilities should be consistent with the anticipated level of travel demand, which is directly related to the
population and employment forecasts and allocations•

. 6.

The provision of transportation facilities should prov1de for
multiple use of facility right-of-way, integrate and coordinate
different modes of transport, where possible.

7.

Transit stations should be located to ensure accessibility and
high system speeds.

8.

Provide a minimal level of mobility to all inhabitants, g1v1ng
special consideration to the development of transportation services that will enhance the mobility of transit-dependent people,
for example, those with low incomes or mobility difficulties.

9.

Encourage ride sharing and spread travel demand to off-peak t1mes
of the day to better use the transportation system, encourage
energy conservation, and attain air quality standards.

10.

Provide transportation service to support the development of
activity centers. Develop high speed, high capacity facil·ities
that link activi ty centers.

11.

Improve internal circulation systems within major activity
centers, primarily through investments in nonautomobile modes of
transportation. Transit, bicycle, and pedestrian paths. are preferable to building additional highway segments.

12.

The transportation system should be energy ettective and
efficient.

13.

Encourage urban intensities along existing and future public
transit corridors when consistent with environmental objectives
and the efficient expansion of other services.
Rebuild, renovate or replace existing route segments or interchanges and existing transit facilities or equipment that are
serious safety hazards.

14.

15.

Ensure the expansion of public transportation into developing
areas, including rural areas, in a way that is logical and consistent with the demand for service.
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Public Water and Sewer
GOAL:

Improve or maintain the public
heal th and environmental quality.

OBJECTIVE:

Ensure that efficient and effective water and sewer service are
available to support proposed
development at the lowest possible
publ ic expense.

In planning for the future demands for public
water and sewer services, it will be necessary
to ens ure that:
there is a sufficient supply of water and
sewer service; county,state, and federal
heal th standards are met; the water flow
is sufficient for tire fighting; untreated
effluent is not discharged; and water and
sewer service is continuous.
The effectiveness of water systems is measured
by the quality, amount, and flow rate of water
provide~
The effectiveness of sewer systems
is measured by the quality of treated effluent
which is discharged into the waterways.

Efficiency for each is measured by the per
unit cost which is passed on to the customer.
Because available data from the various
providers is limited, cost in this Plan'is
principally an analysis of the environmental,
slope, soil, bedrock, terrain, etc.,
conditions which effect the construction and
maintenance costs of the system, pipes
network, storage or treatment facilities.
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The problems that can occur are:
1)

high unit costs to users due to underutilization of
water and
sewer
capacity;

2)

environmental damage in areas where
treatment plants and pipelines are
operating above their capacity;

3)

lack of cO,ordination in providing water
and sewer service;

4)

provision of service to areas otherwise
unsuited for development, thus providing
a maj o.r impetus to development in
unsuited areas; and

5)

increased cost of providing services to
noncontiguous growth areas.

To minimize the cost of providing this public
service, it will be important to encourage
infill and contiguous development. This will
make it easier to extend water and sewer
service in an orderly manner and at a lower
cost.
The expansion of existing services
should be considered in preference to the
construction of new facili ties when the cost
over the life of -the system will be less.
A serviceability rating has been developed
which measures the proximity to existing
services and suggests examination of service
levels of the provider to determine the
impacts development will have on the
effectiveness of the system.

To determine the impact of development on the
efficiency of the service system, a
feasibility for expansion analysis has been
developed which is based on the costs of
provision created by environmental conditions
for construction and maintenance.
Some types of land use require public water
and sewer systems because of their intensity.
These land uses include all residential uses,
except rural, and all commercial and industrial uses, except the smallest scale.
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These types of development should be located
where there is a moderate or high rating for
serviceability or feasibility for expansion.
Less intensive uses should be located where
these ratings are low.

High e~ion feasibili~ is associated with
flat terrain, deep soil or decomposed rock,
within a district and in areas where similar
conditions exist nearby.
Low expansion feasibility generally is
associated with steep slopes, surface bedrock,
areas outside of special districts, and where
other similar constraints exist nearby.
Moderate expansion feasibi1i~ is associated
with inter.mediate conditions.
The Site Development Guidelines for this Issue
Area are concerned with development phasing,
system design, phasing of capaci ty expansion
based on existing and projected demand, and
the construction of new facilities. These are
listed on the following pages.
The following Site Suitability Guidelines
indicate the appropriateness of development
considering the efficiency and effectiveness
of public water and sewer service.

Site Suitability Chart all~LOW _MODERATE
- - - -HIGH- FEASIBiliTY
- - - -FOR
SERVICE EXPANSION
. MODERATE FEASIBiliTY FOR
SERVICE EXPANSION
lOW FEASIBILITY FOR
SERVICE EXPANSION
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.HIGH

l::~':JCRITICAL ELEMENT .NOT APPLICABLE

Site Development Guidelines
The following site Development Guidelines identify design princi.ples
that have to be met to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of
public water and sewer services:
1.

The selection and type of water and sewer service provided to
development should conform to the followingg~idelines:

Within a public yater and sanitation district

IXPANSIOtJ

RESIDENTIAL USES

High or Moderate

Provid.e public services. However, such
services should not be provided for densities
less than 1 du/acre.

Low

Re~cle

PEASIBILITY

Use
the
ted
son

system may be used.

individual well and septics, provided that
effluent does not exceed the amount permitfor individual sewage systems under JefferCounty Health Department regulations.

Use small scale package systems if gross densities are less than 'ldu/acre and net densities
equal or exceed that of the medium intensity
residential land use.
They must meet the
guidelines established for public systems.

outside a public yater and sanitation district
High or Moderate

Provide public services.
However, such
services should not be provided for densi ties
less than 1 du/acre.

Low

Re~cle

Use
the
ted
son

system may be used.

individual well and septics, prOVided that
effl uent does not exceed the amount permitfor individual sewage systems under JefferCounty Health Department regulations.

Use small scale package systems if gross densities are less than ldu/acre and net densities
equal or exceed that of the medium intensi ty
residential prototype and provided they can
meet the guidelines established for public
systems.
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Witbju.a public yater and sanitation district
EXPANSION

COIOIERCIALI·IRDOSTRIAL USES

FEASIBILITY
be'provide~

High or Moderate

Public services should

Low

Recycle system may be used.
Individual well and septics may be prOVided if
the effl uent does not exceed the amount permitted for individual sewage systems under Jefferson County Health Department regulations.
Small scale package systems may be used, provided they can meet the guidelines established
for publ ic systems.

Ontside a public.amr· and sanitation district
High or Moderate

Public services should be prOVided it the
effluent exceeds the amount- permitted for
. individual sewage systems under Jefterson
County Health Department regulations.
If effluent does not exceed that standard,
individual well and septics may be used.

Low

Recycle systems may be used.
Individual well and septics may be provided if
the ef-fluent does not exceed the amount permitted for individual sewage systems under Jeffer- -son County Health Department regulations.
Small scale package systems may be used, provided they can meet the guidellnes -established
for public systems.

2.

Create a service district when public water and sewer services are
provided. Accomplish this by annexation if a nearby district
exists or by creation of a new district if none exists.

3.

Districts should provide at least water and sewer service.

4.

District ex,pansion or creation should occur only in areas determined to be-well-suited -for urban development, based on_ the
Development Pattern Map.
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5.

The following criteria must be met to ensure adequate water
capaci ty when district expansion is proposed to serve new development.
capacity Element

capacity Requirements

Treated water

Sufficient supply for at least:
-all existing users
-lots platted subsequent to Senat Bill 35
-adequate fire flow

Raw storage

Amount adequate for at least:
-all existing users
-all buildable platted lots

water Rights

Amount adequate for at least:
-all exis~ing users
-all buildable platted lots
-all land in the district zoned for an
intensity that requires public services,
including parcels proposed for expansion

6.

District creation/expansion should be cost-efficient and consider:
-Inclusion of nearby potential users;
-Long-term and short-term needs; and
-Use of interceptor ties to existing lines rather than package
treabnent.

7.

Districts must prOVide service quality that meets all state,
Federal, and County water quality standards. When service expansion occurs, those standards must be met tnroughout the entire
system.

8.

Prevent long-term groundwater depletion by districts.

9.

Prevent new wells from having a significant, negative effect on
existing wells.

10.

Prevent district creation/expansion that has any net negative
impact on existing water augmentation plans.

11.

Create/expand districts only when they can demonstrate the
financial ability to support and maintain the systems over their
life without excessive user costs.
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Fire Protection
GOAL:

Protect people and property from
inj ury and loss caused by fire.

Fire protection in the unincorporated areas of
Jefferson County is provided by independent
f"ire protection providers.
Most of these
entities are staffed entirely by volunteers, a
few have paid staff. The physical conditions
relevant to fire protection are the existing
road network, fire station and development
locations, the fire fighting capabilities of
the existing fire districtE:, and the natural
conditions which affect the location of new
developnent.
Two basic components of fire protection are:
prevention which relates to building
materials, architectural and site characteristics of a development, and public education
programs.

Pir~

Pire control or suppression, the primary
function of fire districts, which relates to
the extent and type of equipment and
personnel.

Land use planning can contribute to the
protection of people and property by ensuring
that developnentoccurs in areas where:
1)

aCGeptable levels of response time,
persodnnel, and equipment ensure that
adequate fire protection is available;
and

2)

ensuring that si te characteristics
relating to fire equipment access and
fire retardation are adequate to contain
the spread of tire until firefighters
arrive.

The fire protection suitability of a site
varies according to the type of use proposed.
That is, the fire protection resource of a
site may be adequate for rural residential
development, but inadequate for industrial
development. In general, industrial develop-
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ments' are more val'uable than commercial,
commercial more valuable than residential,
etc., and the intensity of a use is positively
correlated with value. High value, high use
intensity developments require that the fire
protection resource on-si te be high.
The
quality of the fire protection resource may
result in a high suitability rating for
regional, commercial, or industrial developments.
Site Suitability Approach for Fire Protection

Sites outside fire protection areas receive
low suitability ratings, except for regional
and conservation parks and trails, which are
rated moderate due to the low intensity of
their use and low life and property damage
that would be likely to occur in the event of
fire.

Fire Station ProxiJDity

Sites within fire protection areas are rated
by their proximity to the nearest fire
station. Proximity is measured in terms of
distance, which approximates travel time from
a site to the nearest fire station.
Conversations with Coun~ Fire Chiefs resulted
in the suitability criteria shown on the Site
Suitabili~ chart.
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The Site Suitability chart shows the
suitability rankings for different types of
development ~ distance from a fire station.
The Site Development Guidelines for this Issue
Area are below.

Site Suitability Chart

I::,:~'.·:::t LOW

•

MODERATE •

HIGH

t.. "]

CRITICAL ELEMENT

_I

NOT APPLICABLE

WITHIN 1 MILE OF
A FIRE STATION
WITHIN 1.5 MILES OF
A FIRE STATION
WITHIN 3 MILES OF
A FIRE STATION
WITHIN 4 MILES OF
A FIRE STATION
GREATER THAN 4 HILES
FROM A FIRE STATION
OUTSIDE OF A FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT

Site Development Guidelines
1.

The development of land uses within a fire district must be
within the district's capacity, personnel, training, and equipment to fight the type of fire associated with the land use.

2.

Create all new development within a district.
districts to cover existing development.

3.

Fire stations should be integrated into residential and other
development to minimiz e response time.

4.

Onsite water storage for fire fighting purposes should be
encouraged in rural areas. The capacity and type of these storage
facilities should be determined by the local fire protection
entity in concert with the Jefferson County Planning Department.
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Expand existing
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Introduction
How easy it is to get to work, shopping,
churches, parks, schools, medical facilities,
and entertainment is a maj or factor that
influences where people choose to live. How
important it is for people to be close to a
particular service varies widely. Some residents want to be within walking distance to
schools, others want to be minutes away from
their employment location, and still others
want a variety of services available and are
less concerned about the time and distance.
To supply the desired goods and services,
providers need sufficient customers to make it
economically feasible to do business.
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Convenience is a maj or element of a desi rable
quality of life. This issue is concerned with:
1)

ensuring that adequate open space and
recreational facilities are located
conveniently for all residents;

2)

providing locations for commercial goods
and services within a reasonable distance
of supporting residential land use; and

3)

ensuring that residential land use in
areas near schools minimizes travel time
for students and uses school facilities
efficiently.

Each of these concerns represents a Management
Area for which goals, obj ectives, and guidelines have been written.

For each Management Area, the suitability
rankings for distances between services and
residential land uses are derived from: '
1)

assessing the econ'omic requirements
needed to provide key services, such as
schools, commercial services, recreation,
and employment; and

2)

combining these requirements with established general convenience criteria.
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Parks and Recreation
GOAL:

Ensure that adequate open space
and recreational facilities are
located conveniently for all
County residents.

A full spectrum of parks and trails provides
the variety of recreation, open space, and
high environmental quality that is expected by
the people of Jefferson County. The size and
intensity of use of these open spaces must be
appropriate for the residential areas they
serve. Too little open space in urban areas
can lower the·aesthetic quality of the area
and result in the overuse and abuse of
existing recreation and open space. Where
residential densities are lower and yards are
larger, the need for intensively-developed
recreation areas declines.

Adequate recreation and open space are
essential complements of residential areas and
ensure a high quality of life. Properly used,
open space can buffer land uses of differing,
intensities, provide boundaries for communities, and barriers for hazardous sites.
Preservation of open space dispersed among
residential development can protect and foster
natural environments and scenic resources
often lost in the process of urbanization.
The retention of these resources enhances the
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quality of the living environment and attracts
business activities that are vital to the
economic growth and health of Jefferson
County.
The Site Suitability chart shows rankings
based on the maximum distance a particular
type of park should be from the various
residential land uses.
Community Design Guidelines for this Management Area are listed on page 154 and 155 at
the end of this Issue Area.

Site Suitability Chart

II

LOW •

MOOERATE •

HIGH

C

CRITICAL ELEMENT

.1

NOT APPLICABLE

PROXIMITY TO
NEIGHBORHOOD PARK
.3 MILES

.4 MILES
.6 MILES

PROXIMITY TO
COMMUNITY PARK

HORE THAN
2.0 MILES

PROXIMITY TO
REGIONAL/COUNTY PARK
LESS THAN

7.0 HILES
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Commercial Services
GOAL:

Provide locations for commercial
goods and services within a
reasonable distance of residential
land use.

Commercial land use must be provided near
residenti~l development to ensure that
residents hav·e convenient access to the goods
and services that they want, and' that
merchants and serv ice providers can meet the
needs of tneir customers and clients.

When commercial and residential sites are
planned for adjacent areas, the residents
benef it from reduced travel time and costs,
and the communi ty benefits from less air and
noise pollution and traffic congestion.
Commercial and retail .service facilities that·
exceed the level that can be supported by the
community must draw patronage from the larger
metropolitan area. This can contribute to
increased traffic congestion, travel times and
costs, and environmental pollution. Wellplanned retail and service. levels, balanced by
sufficient residential development, provide a
source of community identity within convenient
walking or short driving distances. Residents
of an area need to have convenient access to
the goods and services that they need daily.
It also ensures that tax revenues and
employment opportunities remain within the
community.
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The Site Suitability chart shows the
suitability of retail land uses in terms of
distance from different types of residential
land use.
Communi ty Design Guidelines for tnis Management Area are shown on page 154 and 155 at the
end of this Issue Area.

Site Suitability Chart
.LOW _MODERATE _HIGH CCRITICAL ELEMENT _NOT APPLICABLE

PROXIMITY TO
CONVENIENCE CENTERS
.1 MILES

.3 MILES
.4 MILES
.6 MILES
MORE THAN
.6 MILES

PROXIMITY TO
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS
.1 MILES

.3 MILES
.4 MILES
.6 MILES
.8 MILES
1.0 MILES
1.1 MILES
1.7 MILES
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Site Suitability Chart

I.

LOW •

MODERATE •

HIGH

C

PROXIMITY TO
COMMUNITY CENTERS
.1 MILES

.3 MILES

MORE THAN
2.4 MILES

PROXIMITY TO
REGIONAL CENTERS
.3 MILES
.6 MILES
.7 HI LES

.8 MILES
1.0 MILES
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CRITICAL ELEMENT _NOT APPLICABLE

Pu blic School s
GOAL:

Ensure that residential land use
occurs in areas near schools to
minimize travel time for students
and maximize the use of school
facilities.

Residential land use within a convenient
distance to schools can reduce the travel time
and cost of transporting students to class.
Ideal conditions would enable students to walk
to their schools. Reasonable standards for
the distances students have to travel to
publ ic school s depend on the optimal siz e of
the particular level of school; elementary,
junior or senior high. It also depends on the
financial capability of the school system to
provide facilities close to residential
development that also provide the desired
learning environment. When the optimal school
size and the specific type of residential
development have been identif ied, the
reasonable distance a student would travel to
school can be determined.
Schools can be
important centers of community activities by
providing the facilities for recreation,
pUblic meetings, and evening classes. The
easier it is to get to schools, the more they
will be used as mUlti-purpose community

centers.
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The method used to determine the maximum
service radius for each level of school is
based on the uniform coverage of a particular
residential land use. Optimal school size was
developed by the Jefferson County R-1 School
Distric~
Actual distribution of a given
residential land usew ill vary from this
model.
The Site Suitability chart shows
rankings
based on the maximum distance a particular
type of school should be from the different
types of residential land use.
Communi ty Design Guidelines for this Management Area are listed on page 154 and 155 at
the end of this Issue Area.

Site Suitability Chart

1111

LOW •

MODERATE •

HIGHC CRITICAL ELEMENT .NOT APPLICABLE

PROXIMITY TO
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
LESS THAN
.3 MILES

.3 MILES

.4 MILES
.6 MILES
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Site Suitability Chart
.LOW •

HODERATE •

HIGH

C

CRITICAL ElEHENT

.f

NOT APPLICABLE

PROXIMITY TO JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL
.3 MILES

.8 MILES
1.3 MILES

MORE THAN
2.8 MILES

PROXIMITY TO SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOL
LESS THAN
.6 MILES
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Community Design Guidelines
ibe following eo"lDlity Design Guidelines identify measures that can be
taken .to improve the suitability of a site or development to conform to
the goals and objectives for convenient Goods and Services. Design and
engineering solutions may be available to solve these problems. Where
the problems are severe, cost-effective solutions may not be available
to improve the suitability level of a site sufficiently to mitigate the
impacts of the proposed development.
1.

For suburban residential densities, two or more dwelling units per
acre, and greater, provide a neighborhood park with a minimum of
four acres or four acres for every 1,000 population. Maximum
service radius is one-half mile.

2.

For suburban residential densities and greater, prOVide a communi ty park of a- 40 acre minimum and -an additional 2.5 acres per
1,000 population. The maximum service radius for the park will be
two miles.

3.

For suburban residential densities and greater, prOVide a regional
park of 100 acres minimum and an additional four acres per 1,000
population. The maximum service radius will be 10 miles.

4.

Coordinate the development of all parks with the approved
Jefferson County Open Space Master Plan or with the master plans
of the park and recreation district within which the project park
is located.

5.

Provide a convenience commercial center Within one mile of a
support population of 2,000 people.

6.

Provide a neighborhood commercial center Within two miles of a
support population of 7,000 people.

7.

Cottage industry should be encouraged to reduce the amount of
travel and to preserve the character of rural areas. Land uses in
the cottage industry category should meet the foliowing criteria;
that:
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-a)

they are located on minor road j unctions and do not generate
significant new traffic loads;

b)

they are approved through a planned developnent process;

c)

they are light assembly, repair, or manufacturing types of
business;

d)

they do not exceed 3,000 square feet nor have more than five
employees;

e)

they are small scale professional offices, e.g. leg.al,
medical, engineering, and architectural, etc.;

f)

they are small day care facilities and private schools for 15
or fewer children and/or students;

g)

they do not engage in significant retailing;

h)

the traffic impacts are less than 1.5 times the vehicular
trips of typical surrounding development or are 15 or fewer
trips per day;

i)

the architectural quality of the building is of residential
quality, comparable to surrounding residential development;

j)

outside storage is very limited and screened, the maximum area
should be the same as the building;

k)

unlimited inside storage is permitted;

1)

the percent of site coverage is the same as the surrounding
residential development;

m)

there are no noise, glare, vibration, odor, or other adverse
impacts beyond the property boundaries; and

n)

there are no hazardous materials involved.

8.

Provide a regional commercial center within four miles of a
support population of 130,000 people.

9.

Provide schools within walking distance of most students.
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Introduction
increasing number of citizens, architects,
planners, and sociologists are expressing
concern about the design of modern cities and
towns. The critics call them drab, homogeneous,confused, and lacking any sense of
thoughtful order and design.

An

Whether it is the result of the dramatic
nature of the changes or the rapidity with
which they -are happening, more people are
aware of the changes that are occurring in the
builtenvironment. It is increasingly apparent that coordination and orderly processes
will be necessary if the beauty and order
desired for community life is to be achieved.

~~

M'Jrtr

Research in Environmental Psychology has
explored the relationship between a welldefined and orderly environment and the mental
health and intellectual development of }?eople.
The research revealed the importance of the
living environment to human welfare.
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c:~~

Community Form
GOAL:

Promote the development of a
clearly defined and understandable
built environment.

OBJECl'IVE:

Ensure that development complements or creates appropriate community features, such as roads,
paths, greenbelts, and building
patterns, and respects the unique
sense of community that distinguishes one area from another.

The roads, rivers, and trails that connect
homes, offices, stores, schools, and parks are
the conduits for social interaction that knit
a community. The plains, mountains, lakes,
and streams that form boundaries help define
and limit the physical expanse of the communi ty.
Landmarks and activi ty centers are
recognizable elements of a community that
distinguish it from other communities.
Ensuring that residential areas are balanced
by commercial and service centers can contribute to an orderly pattern of development and
avoid confusing development.
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A sense· of communi ty is more than a combina-

tion of unique natural and man-made features.
It includes the elements that reflect diverse
life-style and community values. Jefferson
County benefits from adiversi ty of landscape
and life-styles that can be identified, maintained, and enhanced to ensure a continuing
quality of life that is exciting, varied,
orderly, and carefully planned.
The Community Design Guidelines consider five
elements to be important in the development of
well-defined, recognizable communities.
Briefly described, they are:
1.

paths, are the roads and trails that
enable travelers to reach their destinations and provide a visual boundary with
the surrounding landscape. Well designed
paths can expose the traveler to views
and visual landmarks.

2•

Land.arks, whether distant mountain peaks
-or small structures of local importance,
are part of the surrounding environment
that distinguishes one community from
another communi ty. They are the unique
and highly visible features of a community.

3.

Edges prOVide boundaries between
different activity areas,· neighborhoods,
and districts.
They are also transition
spaces that serve the adj acent land uses.

4.

Centers provide focal points for community enterprise and civic endeavors.
These centers can serve as intense conoentrations of commercial establishments
or as multiple use locations that attract
people to the variety of opportunities·
present. Centers can vary in size and
intensity of development and serve the
surrounding commun~ty as gathering
places.

5.

Districts are subareas within a community
that have a distinct character that
reflects· the particular life-styles of
its residents. All districts should have
at least one center.
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Community Design Guidelines
Paths

1.

Design paths, roadways, trails, etc., to take advantage of the
diversity in the landscape through which they pass. As the landscape changes, dominate features in it should be clearly seen from
the paths. Create good views and vistas to landmarks.

2.

Design paths that expose the user of the path to the diversity of
the surrounding landscape.

3.

Create a visual boundary between the roadway or trail and the
surrounding landscape. The type of edge, whether bold, as a stone
wall, or subtle as in a gentle change in elevation, will be determined by the nature of the surrounding landscape and the character
of the path itself.

4.

Define intersections between paths clearly, With good visual
warning of the intersection as one approaches it.

5.

Design different types of paths, roadways, trails, etc., to come
together at strategic points to allow travelers a number of
different choices to reach a desired location.

Landmarks

6.

All major bodies of water should be preserved. Public access to
them should be integrated into development design.

7.

Mountain front and hogback slopes should be preserved in undisturbed open space.

8.

Preserve, enhance, and take advantage of significant landmarks in
the design of future developments and redevelopments, whether
they are distant mountain peaks and mountain fronts or small
structures of local importance.

9.

Build local landmarks into the community where they do not exist,
through such devices as theme buildings and local greens, etc.
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Edges

10.

Create visible boundaries between different activity areas,
neighborhoods, and districts.

11.

When possible, the boundary between two subareas should accommodate the functions which are common to both and provide a clear
transition from one to the other, rather than a barrier.

12.

Increase the width and transparency of edges between uses with
different levels of impacts in proportion to the degree of difference in the impacts, such as noise, visual obtrusiveness, and
glare from lighting.

13 •

Use open space as an edge between distinct communities. This open
space can contain recreational opportunities for surroundingresidents and conserve natural resources, such as wildlife, views and
vistas, and agricultural sites.

14.

Use prominent natural features, such as streams, ridges or valleys
to provide edges between districts and neighborhoods.

15.

Development next to public open space or parks should not conflict
with nor adversely affect the resources of that area.

16.

Development on infillparcels, where increased density is recommended, should follow a graduated density concept. Intensity of
uses at the edge of an infill parcel should be similar to that of
adjacent lands, with higher intensity occurring toward the
interior of the parcel.

Centers

17.

Develop well-defined centers to provide focal points for
individual communities.

18. Create a regional hierarchy of centers.
19.

Locate concentrations of activities at major intersections between
paths.

20.

Intensify activity within centers by ensuring. that its facilities
are mutually supporting, attracting people to complementary
activ ities. If a center is large enough, subareas within it can
function at different or overlapping times of the day, ensuring
activity during most of the day.

21.

Enhance or reinforce existing Activity Centers as focal points
through new development or redevelopment when existing centers are
highly suited as Activity Qenters. Encourage the full development
of an Activity Center.
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Districts

22.

Wherever a subarea has a distinct positive character, preserve and
enhance that character by providing:
a)
b.

clearly defined boundaries between the subarea and other
areas; and
new development forms that are compatible with the functional
and perceptual aspects of the area, and are consistent with
the long-term development trends for the area.

23.

Design new projects to create diversity of form within a subarea,
as long as it relates to the positive central theme of the area.

24.

Restrict flow of non-essential or nonresidential traffic
residential neighborhoods within a district. Direct such
to paths on the edges of neighborhoods or the district.
movement through a neighborhood should be related
activities within the neighborhood.

25.

Provide districts of unique and diversitied character, which
relate to the development structure of urban cores, urban
satellites, community centers, and rural centers, as described in
the Activity centers Issue Area.

26)

Develop or maintain individual districts and neighborhoods so that
they fully express a particularlife-styl~ Within a given communi ty there can be many different types of districts and
neighborhoods.

27.

Provide all districts with a focal point.
a center or landmark within the district.

28.

All districts will have at least one center.

~pically,

through
traffic
Traffic
to the

this will be
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Historical Perspective
"Let's go to town!" signalled' amaj or family
event in the ·past.
It meant lists of things
to buy, and friends to see.
Historically,
people have traveled to cities and towns to
buy and sell, work, attend special events, and
exchange news and gossip with friends.
These
early towns and cities were the focus for the
surrounding countryside, where a variety of
goods and services were available.
As
city
dwellers dispersed and
suburbs
expanded, shops and services scattered among
the emerging residential subdivisions.
The . suburbs seldom had a counterpart for the
village conunons, the town hall, the farmer's
marketplace, or the crossroads general store.
The gatnering places where people paused to
talk and fill their shopping bags did not
exist.

Park

Res

(School)

Today' the need for Activity Centers that
provide a focal point for communities is being
recognized. Creation of mul tipurpose Activity
centers, where a variety of goods and services
are available,can reduce travel time and cost
for people and increase the feeling of a
unified community.
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Activity Centers
GOAL:

Promote
areas of intense
diverse development.

and

Within Jefferson County there are areas suitable for intense and diverse development as
Activity Centers. These· Centers can:
1)

provide a focal point for communities
where
goods,
services,
employment,
housing, recreation, education, government offices, and cultural .events are
available;

2)

foster more efficient travel patterns;

3)

prevent the spread of high impact
uses throughout the community; and

4)

provide a more stable economic resource
because of the diversity of land use.

land

Five types of Activity Centers are identified;
they are:
1.
2.
3•
4.
5.

Neighborhood Centers of 1 to 10 acres.
Community centers of 15 to 60 acres.
Regional Centers of 1 00 to 500 acres.
Urban Satellite of 300 to 1500 acres.
Urban Core of 1500 to over 2000 acres.

The areas identified as Activity Centers·
either have, or will have, good vehicular
access, a full range of urban services, and
the ability to absorb the impacts of higher
intensity development without adversely
affecting lower density areas. The intent is
to develop uses wi thin a Center th~t complement each other and attract sufficient
patronage to remain economically viable.
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Areas suitable for Activity Center development
vary in thei r capaci ty to accommoda te
different types and combinations of land use
activity. Compatible land uses have been
combined to form Activity Groups that can be
matched to Activity center locations that can
accommodate each of the land uses included in
the Activity Group.
For an Activity Center to develop fully and
remain viable there must be:
and
uses

1.

Sufficient
numbers of customers
clients to support the commercial
within the Center.

2.

Enough land to allOW the Activity Center
to dev~lop or redevelop to its potential.

3.

A location convenient and central to the

population it serves.
4.

area able to absorb the intensity of
land uses associated with the center
without having a signiticantly adverse
social,
economic,
or
environmental
impact.
An

The following pages contain tables showing the
characteristics of the five types of Activity
centers, Activity Group Land Uses, the Site
Suitability rankings for Market Potential,
Existing Land Use, Land Supply, and Impacts.
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Table 1
Characteristics of Activity Centers

GFA

RETAIL
GFA
RANGE

RAR;E

(TYP)

TOTAL

OFFICE
GFA
RANGE

PERCENT
ACREAGE
IN

ACREAGE
RANGE

(TYP)

HOOSING

(TYP)

TOTAL
TYPICAL LAND USE

20,000,000
to
4,000,000

5,000,000
to
1,000,000

16,000,000
to
3,000,000

5-15

>2000
to
1500

Regional commercial, light
industry, medium to very high
intensity residential, office,
neighborhood-county parks

8,000,000
to
1,000,000

2,500,000
to
750,000

5,500,000
to
250,000

10-30

SM'BLLID

1500
to
300

Regional commercial, light
industry, medium to very high
intensity residential, office,
neighborhood-county parks

RmIORAL
CF.lf.1'ER

3,000,000
to
500,000

1,500,000
to
500,000

1,500,000
to
250,000

10-25

500
to
100

Regional commercial, light
industry, medium to very high
intensity residential, office,
neighborhood-county park.s

600,000
to
50,000

500,000
to
50,000

100,000

5-15

60
to
15

Neighborhood to regional
commercial, light industry
medium to high intensity
residential, neighborhoodcommunity-parks

75,000
to
3,000

75,000
to
3,000

20,000
to

5-10

10
to
1

Neighborhood commercial, light
industry, medium residential

URBAH CORE

URBAR

COMMONIft
CEN'l'BR

HEIGBBORBOCD
CBtmm

~o

·0

a

= Gross Floor Area
= Typical
> = Greater Than

GFA
TYP

GENERAL CJ3SERVATIONS
As an activity center grows in size and scale it changes its character from dominant retail to dominant
employment. ~pical fully developed urban satellite centers can have an average 1-2 million sq. ft. GFA of
retail and from 1-3 million sq. ft. GFA of office.
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Table 2
Activity Group Land Use Combinations
GROUP
GROUP 2
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP

Black dots specify highly suitabile uses for the various groups, 1
through 8.
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Site Suitability Guidelines

Market Potential
For an activity center to develop and be successful, there must be
a sufficient support populatio"n to create economic viability for
the commercial uses associated with the center.
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Existing Land Use
If the existing land uses in an area conform to the types of uses
that will be developed within the activity center, compatibility
problems will be lessened and the momentum to support the center
will already exist.
SlJITABILITY RATIR;S

for
EXISTIR; LAND USB ACflVITY

ANY COMB. l
OF ACTIVITY
GROUP

25%
COVERlGE

25%-50%
CO\TERlGE

O\TER.50%
<DVERlG.E

1,2,

Low

Moderate

High

1,2,3,4

Low

Moderate

High

RK; IONAL

CBRTER
within .25 Mi.

1,3,4

Low

Moderate

High

<DMRONITY CEIftBR

1,3,4,5,6

Low

Moderate

High

1,3,4,5,6

Low

Moderate

High

OR3AN <DRE

within .5 Mi.
OR3AN SATELLIB

within .5 Mi.

within .18 Mi.
NEmBBORB()(J)

~

wi thin. 05 Mi.

I See Table 2 on page 166 for land use designations associated with· the
numbers in this colmnn.
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Land Supply
It is important that there be an adequate amount of land available
for the full development or redevelopment of an activity center.
If the full development of an appropriate size activity center is
stopped prematurely because there is a lack of land, considerable
investment would go underutilized.
The following chart shows the amount of land required for development or redevelopment for each type of activity center:

9JITABILIft

~IR;S

for
LAND SUPPLY

II>D

8mB

ACRES

ACRES

Under 546

546
to
1650

Over 1650

Under 106

106
to
657

Over 1657

Under 51

51
to
245

Over 245

ACRES
DEAR DINBLOPII!Ilr CORE

activity group 1,2
DEAR DINBLOPIImT SM'ELLIB

activity group 1,2,3,4
lUGICBAL cmmm

activity group 1,3,4
<DIIMDNIft cmmm

Under 2

activity group 1,3,4,5,6
NEmHBORBOOD cmmm

activity group 1,3,4,5,6

2

Over 45

to
45
Under 1

1

Over 3

to
3
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Impacts
The areas developed as activity centers must be able to support the
intensi ty Of land use associa ted with the center without causing
significantnegativeenv ironmental and soci al impacts•
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L
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Areas must have a h1gh suitability rating for the uses
represented by the above activity groups.

The Community Design Guidelines related to the
development of Activity Centers are listed on
page 171, at the end of this Issue Area.
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Community Design Guidelines

1.

Regional Urban Satellite and Urban Core Activity Centers should be
located in an area which has the potential for developing into an
intensive multipurpose center.

2.

The site of a Major Activity Center should be accessible by major
thoroughfares and should be served by high levels of public
transportation service.

3.

Activity Centers should be located to minimize adverse impacts on
the environment.

4.

Major Activity Centers should not be located close to each other
to reduce competition for a limited amount of high density
activities.

5.

Major Activity Centers should be located in areas which can be
effectively and efficiently provided with high levels of urban
services and utilities.

6.

The designation of Major Activity Centers should be based in part
on the market potentials for such centers.

7.

There should be a demonstration of local commitment to the
successful development of the center. Implementation should be
achieved primarily through a designation in a community policy
plan.

8.

Activity Centers should be located as close as possible to tne
centers of their support population.

9.

Single use Centers are appropriate as activity centers for
employment and to provide commercial services at the neighborhood
level.

10.

Activity Centers should not develop at intensities less than those
recommended on the Development Pattern Map.

11.

The County should initiate appropriate programs to encourage and
support the development of Major Activity centers.

12.

Activity Centers should be located to prOVide a strong community
focus. This requires a location that not only has good access to
the surrounding population, but contains or has the clear
potential to contain a unique social and site character.
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Factors in Community Development
This Issue Area addresses concerns that
involve the interrelationship of all parties
involved in, or affected by, the land development process, including the County itself.

Rate of Change and Timing
Rate of Change and Timing is concerned with
how fast a given community or area changes and
how this change affects the residents'
perception of their community, their lifestyle, . and the provision of public services.
1.

The rate of growth of a community should
allow local residents and community
members to maintain a sense of community
identity and character.

2.

The rate of growth should not exceed the
ability of service providers to maintain
desired levels of service quality.

3.

The rate, amount, and type of growth in a
community should be predictable.

4.

Any "free goods" that are a valued part
of local character should not be quickly
or rapidly consumed by new growth.
"Free' goods" are those elements of lifestyle or environmental character that are
provided or subsidized by other parties,
eig. abundant open fields or hills,
underutilized roads or other public
facilities, unrestricted views or vistas,
etc.

5.
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Accommodation of annual market demand for
new development should be consistent with
the ability to meet the limits associated
with critiCal public service or environmental guidel ines.

Efficiency
Efficiency is addressed in a number of
different issue areas in this Plan. In the
context of this Section, it is concerned with
ensuring that the governmental or quasi-public
entities that are a part of the land development process are organized and interrelated in
an efficient manner.
1.

Single purpose special districts formed
to support suburban or urban intensities
should be avoided. Metropolitan districts, capable of providing the full
range of needed services, should be
created to support suburban or urban
developnent.

2.

Buildout of development should be phased
to make full use of existing public
facilities before allowing development in
nearby areas that would require the construction of new facilities.

3.

should be given to new development in areas where special districts,
capable of providing all needed services,
alreaqy exist or where existing districts
can be enlarged to include contiguous
lands.
~riority
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4.

New special districts to support suburban
or urban intensities should be avoided in
areas not yet developed, unless a
shortage of suitable lands arises based
on the preceding guideline.
New districts should be cr'eated to serve
areas where existing development is of a
sufficient intensi ty to need support
services.

5.

Whenever and wherever feasible, special
districts should be consolidated.

6.

Annexation should be considered when
proposed uses for an area are: consistent with the planning efforts of the
adjacent city; and services will be
effectively and efficiently provided
through that city.

7.

Incorporation of areas with significant
development of suburban or urban intensity is encouraged when it can be shown
that more cost-effective and efficient
provision of service will result.

Equity

Equity is concerned with the issues of
equality, fairness, and a balanced relationship between benefits and obligations.
1.

If limitations on the amount or rate of
development in a given area result from
capacity ·o.r service level constraints,
they should affect all developable lands
in that area equally and fairly.
Allocation of a scarce resource, e.g.,
road capacity, should not be based on
first come-first served.

2.

New costs associated with increasing
service capaci.ty should be borne equally
by the parties who benefit from the new
capacity in proportion to their use or
benefit.
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Mix of Uses
Mix of Uses addr~sses the composition and
proportion of different land uses in given
areas.
1.

Each subarea in the County should have a
mix of uses at least sufficient to ensure
that neighborhood level retail and
service needs are conveniently provided.

2.

Urban communities in the County should
have a balance of uses such as employment, retail, office, diverse housing,
etc. Rural areas should have a unique
character, dominated by one or few uses.

3.

All the land uses in a mixed use area
should have equivalent levels of impact
and activi ty.

RE,AIL
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Ecomonic Character and Development
This issue identifies various economic factors
and obj ectives that affect the County. They
include the need to:
1.

Create an increasingly diverse economy
and maintain significant economic growth.

2.

Create a balance between residential,
retail, industrial, office, and mineral
developnent.

3.

Develop a diversified tax base, with the
capacity to provide and maintain desired
levels of public service quality.

4.

Provide housing and job opportunities for
the full range of income groups.

5.

Ensure a balanced growth rate between
uses that generate a surplus of public
revenue, e.g. retail, and
those
characterized as deficit uses, e.g. lower
density housing.

6•

Accommoda te the market demand proj ected
within ·the Plan's time horizon.

7.

Achieve and maintain a balanced, diversified economy that provides a strong local
employment base and an expandirigtax
base.

8.

'Increase the County's economic selfsufficiency, particularly the provision
of retail goods and services.

9.

Expand opportunities for residents to
live and work in Jefferson County.

10.

Expand housing and employment opportunities for disadvantaged groups.

11.

Increase the diversity of housing type
and cost.

12.

Encourage the private sector to respond
to unmet land use needs by providing
incentives and removing disincentives.
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Ideal Community Size
This issue establishes a guideline regarding
the optimal size of a community.
1.

Ideal siz e resul ts f rom the synthesis of
all of the guidelines contained in this
Plan.
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Types of Land Use
Suitability ratings are based on 19 different types of land use. Each
has a unique set of characteristics that were considered in. determining
site suitability rankings and the Site Development and Community Design
Guidelines. The types of land use and their identifying characteristics are:

CHARACTERISTICS
RESIDENTIAL

Rural :

Single-family detached units on large lots, typically
Located outside of suburban and urban areas
with emphasis on privacy and private open space.
Range: 1 du/3 ac and greater.

5 acres.

Semi rural

Single-family detached units on moderate to large lots,
typically 1 acre. Located on the urban fringe with
emphasis on privacy and private open space. Range: 2
dulac to 1 du/3 ac.

Surburban:

Single-family detached units and attached, duplex,
housing units on medium size lots, typically 5 units
per acre for detached units. Located on urban fringes,
within urban service areas with emphasis on community
- and convenience to goods and services. Range: 2 to 7
dulac.

Intensity
Medium:

Single-family detached houses and townhomes, typically
13 units per acre. Located within an urban setting and
its fringe with emphasis on convenience to goods and
services. Range: 7 to 18 dulac.

Intensity
High:

Attached, condominiums-or apartments, typically 22
units per acre. Located within the urban setting with
emphasis on convenience -to goods and services. Range:
15 to 3 0 dulac.

Intensity

High Rise forms of housing, typically greater than 30
units per acre. Located in urban centers with emphasis
on convenience to goods and services. Range: 30 dulac
and greater.

Very

High:

RETAIL
Convenience
center:

Convenience-type goods within neighborhood market
areas. Typically 5,000 square feet of gross leasable
floor space on 2 acres with single or multiple establishments.

Neighborhood
center:

Offers' goods and services required daily within an
immediate market area, neighborhood, and communi ty.
Typically 50,000 square feet of. gross leasable floor
space on 5 acres with mul tiple establishments.

Community
center:

Offers a wide range of goods and services to a larger
market area, at least community scale.
Typically
300,000 square feet of gross leasable floor space on 30
acre~
It consists of an anchor store, such as a
grocery, and multiple establishments.

Regional
center:

Offers a wide range of goods and services to a regional
market area. Typically 6 00,000 square feet of gross
leasable floor space on 60 acres with two or more
anchor stores, pI us mul tiple retail .establ ishments
offering a variety of merchandise,. plus office space.

OFFICE

Service:

Service oriented office space, such as doctors,
insurance, and real estate. Located at community or
regional level.
Serves a communi ty and regional
market.
Typically 15,000 square. feet of gross
leasable floor space on 1.2 acres. Sing'le or mul tiple
tenants.

Non-Service:

Offices for research, corporate administration and
corporate headquarters. Located at commmunity or
regional level.
Typically 100,000 square feet of
gross leasable floor space on 9 acres.
Single or
mul tiple tenants.

INDUSTRIAL

Light:

Manufacturing facilities for goods. Moderate intensity
and scale of development.
Environmental impacts
comparable to intense office development. Located at
the community or regional level. Typically 160,000
square feet of gross floor area on 20 acres.

..
II

Heavy:

Manufacturing facilities for goods.
Intensity and
scale of development high. Signi'ficant environmental
impacts. Located at the regional level. Typically 1
million square feet of gross leasable floor space on
7 a acres.

PARKS AND OPEN SPACE
Neighborhood:

Community:

County:

Minimum of 100 acres with informal nonintensive ac'tivities. Serves residents w'ithin 1/2 hour driving time.

,Regional:

No minimum size. Emphasis on protection and preservationof wildlife habitat.
Intensive recreational
activities may occur, emphasis on passive, informal
use. Serves resi~ents of the region.

'Conse rvation :

Size depends on the resource or hazard protected.
Emphasis on preservation and protection of high quality
resources or hazard ar,eas. Intended for environmental
or human protection. Use may be restricted. Location
depends on resource or hazard site.

Land uses not addressed in this Plan that are considered in special
plans are:
Mineral Extraction- The Jefferson County Mineral Extraction Plan
Sanita~

Landfills - The Jefferson County Sanitary Landfill Plan

Telecommunications - The Jefferson County Telecommunications Plan
Open Space - The Jefferson County Open Space Master Plan
Thoroughfares - The Jefferson County Major Thoroughfare Plan
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District No. 1
MARJORIE E. CLEMENT
District No. 2
DONALD C. STANBRO
District No. 3
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Regular Members:
Sherry Weinstein, Chairman
Vickie Agler, Vice Chairman
Eugene Sternberg, Secretary
David Peterson, Sr.
Mike M'Gillycuddy
Rick Nelson
Jim Gorman
Associate Members:
Dave·Krapes
Wilmae Malm
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The following people and publications have been valuable resources in
the preparation of the JEFFERSON COUNTY GENERAL LAND USE PLAN.
PREPARED BY THE JEFFERSON mONTY PLANNDG DEPAR'rMENT, 1986

Paul Hargrave, Community Resources Director
Len Mogno,-Planning Director Since 1985
Mike Davidson, Planning Director, until 1985
Bill Blackburn, Policy Analysis Supervisor
steve Hebert, Community Planning Supervisor
Principle Contributors:
GUy Groves
"Joe Mantione
Gary Schalman
Contributors:
Paul Banks
Jenny Braus
Dave Clark
Ellen Crain-Jordan
Doyle Harrison
Mary Jo Kluth
patty Langan
Reed Masten
Peter Murphy
Linda Peterson
D. Randall Spydell
Janet stromberg
Lisa Vernon
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League of Women voters of Jefferson

The Planning Department has computer generated maps from the C'APP system
and data maps for the following poli~ areas:
Drainage and Infiltration Aspects of Groundwater
Runoff Control
Erosion and Sedimentation Control
Individual Waste Disposal
Wildlife
Unique Vegetation
Geologic Hazards
Flood Haz ards
Wildfire Hazards
Airport Hazards
Radiation Hazards
Methane Haz ards
Landscape Visibility
Visual Landscape Character
Landscape Screening
Historic Resources
Archaeologic Resources
Public Water & Sewer Service
Existing Road Network
Proposed Road Network
Transportation Mode
Convenience, Proximity to Parks
Convenience, Proximity to Commercial
Convenience, Proximity to Schools
Fi-re Protection
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